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The mapped area is part of the middle Deschutes Basin of central

Oregon, which lies in the northwestern corner of the High Lava Plains

physiographic province, between the Cascade and Ochoco Mountains. It is
underlain by Cenozoic lavas, tuffs and sediments of continental origin.

The oldest rocks in the sequence are pyroxene andesites, which crop

out as prominent inliers within the area, and dense, fine-grained olivine

basalts, which are exposed along the northeastern boundary of the area at

Trail Crossing. They are assigned to the late Eocene - 3arly Oligocene

Clarno Formation., Silicified tuffs of the early to middle (?) Oligocene -

early Miocene John Day Formation crop out near Terrebonne, and overlie the

Clarno basalts with angular unconformity east of Trail Crossing. The

thickness of Clarno and John Day rocks is undetermined.

The Deschutes Formation, a heterogeneous sequence of sediments, tuffs

and lavas, overlies the older rocks with angular unconformity, and reaches

an exposed thickness of 600 feet along the northern boundary of the area.

The best exposures occur along the Deschutes and Crooked Rivers, which

flow northward through the area in steep-walled canyons. On the basis of

stratigraphic position, paleontological evidence and radiometric age



dating, the formation is considered to be early Pliocene to early Pleisto-

cene in age, and correlates directly with the Rattlesnake Formation of

central Oregon.

Members of the Deschutes Formation include prominent deposits of

diatomite, and a mudflow breccia which contains enormous boulders of

Clarno andesite. Epiclastic sediments include fluvial sands, conglom-

erates and breccias, and tuffaceous eolian sands. Individual beds are

generally discontinuous wedge- or lens-shaped units. Pyroclastic

sediments include thin, intercalated beds of fine vitric ash and coarse,

cindery ash or lapilli, pumice lapilli beds, vitric airborne tuffs, and

volcanic breccia. Individual beds are usually widespread and continuous,

with a sheet-like form. Nine ash flow tuffs are recognized in the for-

mation. They form widespread sheets, and often crop out as prominent

ledges or benches within the canyons. Most of the tuffs are relatively

thin, but some exceed 100 feet in thickness. Index of refraction studies

indicate that silica percentages range from 56% to 68f, and the tuffs are

probably dacitic in composition.

Basalt flows are interbedded with Deschutes sediments, intracanyon to

them, and also form extensive plateaus capping the formation. Most of the

lavas form thin sheets, but others are tabular and range up to 200 feet in

thickness. The plateau-forming flows at Terrebonne, and also the oldest

interbedded flow, are characterized by a distinctive diktytaxitic texture

and an abundance of olivine phenocrysts. However, most of the basalt

flows are relatively sparse in olivine, and are sparsely to abundantly

porphyritic. The presence of cinder and lava cones, basaltic intrusives,

buried cinders and the Localized nature of individual flows indicate that

most of the basalts were erupted from cones and fissures within the basin.



The youngest rocks in the sequence consist of diktytaxitic olivine

basalt, herein designated the Crooked River basalt. This unit covers the

plateau in the southeastern part of the area, and caps prominent benches

within canyons in the northern part of the area. It ranges in thickness

from less than 10 feet on the plateau to 650 feet in the canyons. It is

separated from the Deschutes Formation by a striking erosional uncon-

formity, and is tentatively considered to be late Pleistocene in age.

Most of the Deschutes strata are horizontal or gently inclined toward

the center of the depositional basin. They were deposited on a surface of

variable relief, and the attitudes of individual beds reflect the changing

slope of the original surface. Lava-covered plateau surfaces in the

southern and central part of the mapped area dip 10 to the north and

northeast. A series of parallel normal faults, located in the south-

western part of the mapped area, trend N. 250 - 350 W. The present

topography is due to fluvial erosion of the volcanic terrain.
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GEOLOGY OF PART OF THE NORTHERN HALF OF THE BEND QUADRANGLE,
JEFFERSON AND DESCHUTES COUNTIES, OREGON

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to map an area defined primarily by

exposures of the Deschutes Formation between Cline Falls and Steelhead

Falls in Jefferson and Deschutes Counties, central Oregon; to determine

the age, origin, and lateral variation of the Deschutes Formation, and

to correlate it with other Plio-Pleistocene units in central Oregon.

Method

Approximately 22 weeks were spent in the field during the summers

of 1964 through 1967. Geologic mapping was done directly on U.S.G.S.

74 minute topographic sheets at a scale of 1:24,000. High altitude

aerial photos were used in the field as an aid to mapping. The Michel-

Levy method was used to determine plagioclase compositions.

Summary of Previous Work

The first study of this area was made by I. C. Russell (1905) during

a rapid reconnaissance of central Oregon. He noted the sequence of sedi-

ments and interbedded flows on the walls of the Crooked River Canyon, and

referred to them as the "Deschutes sands". Several years later,

A. C. Boyle, Jr., a geologist for the Union Pacific System, completed a

brief, unpublished report on the diatomite deposits at Lower Bridge

(1921). Ira A. Williams (1924) studied the rocks at several dam sites

below the confluence of the Deschutes and Metolius Rivers. Because of
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the varied lithology of these rocks, he gave the name "Deschutes

Formation" to the Deschutes sands of Russell. Edwin T. Hodge (1928)

proposed the name "Madras Formation" for rocks in the vicinity of Madras

which are similar to those studied by Russell and Ira Williams. In 1940,

he published a geologic summary and map of the Madras 30' Quadrangle, at

a scale of 1:125,000. Stearns (1930) described the geology and water

resources of the middle Deschutes Basin during an investigation of dam

sites on the Crooked River. Fossil plants from the Deschutes Formation

near Warm Springs were dated as early to middle Pliocene by R. W. Chaney

(1938), and more recently, Rowel Williams (1957) mapped the Bend 30'

Quadrangle as part of a geologic reconnaissance of the central High

Cascades.

Location and Accessibility

The mapped area lies in the northern half of the Bend 30' Quadrangle,

in Jefferson and Deschutes Counties, central Oregon, between latitudes

44
0 15' N. to 440 30' N., and longitudes 1210 7' 30" W. to 121° 30' V.

The principal towns of the region are Redmond, with a population of

3750, on the southeastern edge of the thesis area, and Madras, a town

of 1750 population, northeast of the area. Smaller towns include

Sisters, Terrebonne, Culver and Metolius. Access is provided by U.S. 97

on the east, and by U.S. 126 on the south. Within the area, paved,

gravel and dirt roads lead to within two miles of any particular

locality. Foot trails provide access to the canyon bottoms.
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Plate 1. Index map of Oregon showing location of thesis area.
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Topography

The area lies approximately at the boundary of the Deschutes-

Umatilla Plateau and the High Lava Plains physiographic provinces of

Oregon (Baldwin, 1964). It is characterized by a high, relatively flat

lava plateau, sloping gently to the north. The plateau is incised by

narrow canyons up to 1000 feet deep, which reveal the most prominent

exposures of the Deschutes Formation. Cinder cones and lava buttes dot

the plateau, and inliers of older rocks are locally present.

Climate and Vegetation

The climate of central Oregon is semi-arid. It is generally warm

and sunny during the summer months, with low relative humidity. The

average annual rainfall, as recorded at Redmond, is 8.54 inches per

year (Rudd, 1962). Most of the precipitation is fairly evenly distri-

buted from October through June. The average monthly temperature at

Redmond ranges from a low of 31.80 in January to a high of 65.60 in July.

Sierra juniper, big sage brush and antelope bitterbrush are dominant

forms of vegetation. The characteristic grasses are bearded bluebunch

wheatgrass and Idaho fescue (Driscoll, 1962).
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Figure 1. Crooked River Canyon near Opal Springs; intracanyon benches
on left are capped by Crooked River basalt; interbedded basalt
flow near base is overlain by ash flow tuff - 1; another
interbedded basalt flow occurs near the top of the 750 foot
section.
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Figure 2. Deschutes Canyon, approximately 750 feet deep, vest of Opal
Springs; intracanyon benches near center of photo, and also
along right side, are capped by Crooked River basalt; orange
bed on left side is ash flow tuff - 2.
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REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING

Introduction

The middle Deschutes Basin lies in the northwest corner of the High

Lava Plains, which extend to the south and southeast. It is bounded on

the northeast by the Deschutea Umatilla Plateau, on the east by the

Ochoco Mountains, and on the west by the High Cascades (Baldwin, 1964).

The Deschutes-Umatilla Plateau slopes gently to the north, and is deeply

incised by north-flowing tributaries of the Columbia River. It is under-

lain primarily by middle Tertiary basalt flows, together with subordinate

tuffs and sediments. They form the southern limb of the Dallea-Umatilla

syncline (Newcomb, 1967). The Ochoco Mountains are a complexly deformed

group of Cenozoic volcanic lava flows, tuffs and sediments, with sub-

ordinate exposures of pre-Cenozoic marine and continental sediments

cropping out locally in cores of the uplifts. They extend east from the

Deschutes Basin, and are highly dissected, with relief ranging up to 5000

feet. The High Lava Plains are underlain by late Cenozoic lava flows and

tuffs, largely undeformed, but locally modified by normal faults. They

are incised on the west by the Deschutes River, and are locally dotted by

cinder and lava cones which become especially abundant in the western

part of the area. The prominent Newberry volcano is located about 40

miles south of Redmond (Allison, 1962). The Cascade Mountains, a down-

warped pile of volcanic rocks, have been warped into broad, northeast-

trending folds, and broken along northwest-trending faults (Peck and

others, 1964). The High Cascades were crowned during Pliocene time by

great shield volcanoes, including Mt. Washington, Three-Fingered Jack and
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North Sister, and also in Pleistocene time by great composite volcanoes,

including Mt. Hood, Mt. Jefferson, and South Sister (Williams, 1948).

Regional StratigEaphy

The oldest rocks in central Oregon crop out near Suplee, about 100

miles east of Redmond. They include limestone with middle Devonian

fossils, underlain by chert grit and sandstone (Kleweno and Jeffords,

1961; Danner, 1968). Younger Paleozoic marine and continental sediments

are exposed near the headwaters of the Crooked River, and Permian meta-

sediments crop out near Mitchell. More extensive exposures of Triassic

and Jurassic rocks crop out near Suplee and Izee. Cretaceous marine

rocks of the Hudspeth Formation intertongue with fluvial-deltaic

sediments of the Gable Creek Formation near Mitchell (Wilkinson and Oles,

1968). All of the pre-Cenozoic rocks have been deformed.

Tertiary rocks of central Oregon are almost entirely volcanic in

origin. The oldest unit is the late Eocene - early Oligocene Clarno

Formation, which overlies pre-Cenozoic deposits with angular uncon-

formity. The formation consists of over 5800 feet of andesite, basalt,

and rhyolitic lava flows, volcanic breccias, agglomerates, tuffs, mud-

flows and waterlaid tuffaceous sediments. It is rather extensively

exposed in the Ochoco uplift and along the margin of the Deschutes-

Umatilla Plateau, extending east from the Deschutes Basin.

The John Day Formation, middle, or possibly early Oligocene to early

Miocene in age, consists predominantly of red, green and buff colored ash

fall tuffs east of the Lower John Day River. To the west, rhyolite,

trachy-andesite and basalt lavas, as well as welded tuffs, are also
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present. The basal member of this formation, defined by Swanson and

Robinson (1968), and also by Peck (1964), as a distinctive porphyritic

welded tuff, rests with erosional and angular unconformity on the older

rocks. This formation attains a maximum thickness of about 4000 feet,

and locally contains an abundant and varied fauna. It is widely exposed

in north-central Oregon between the Deschutes Basin and Picture Gorge.

Columbia River Basalt flows accumulated to thicknesses ranging up

to 5000 feet in middle Miocene time. In central Oregon, they underlie

most of the Deschutes-Umatilla Plateau, and are more locally exposed in

the Ochoco Mountains. Waters (1961) divided these flows into two forma-

tions: the Picture Gorge Basalt is older, and contains more olivine but

less silica; the Yakima Basalt, which is locally unconformable on the

Picture Gorge Basalt, is more resistant.to erosion and contains abundant

tachylyte.

The Mascall Formation is an upper Miocene sequence of light colored

bedded tuffs, volcanic siltstones and sandstones that overlie the

Columbia River basalts. They crop out east of Mitchell in the vicinity

of Picture Gorge. In places they are apparently conformable or even

interbedded with late Columbia River flows, but elsewhere they are

unconformable.

The Rattlesnake Formation, middle Pliocene in age, overlies the

Mascall Formation with angular unconformity. It consists of a prominent

welded tuff together with gravels, tuffs, and silts. It is exposed east

of Mitchell along U.S. 126 in the vicinity of Picture Gorge, and extends

east toward John Day.
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In north-central Oregon, the early and middle Pliocene Dalles

Formation rests unconformably on the Columbia River Basalt. According

to Newcomb (1966), it consists of volcanic agglomerate and tuff with an

interfingering sedimentary facies of tuff, siltstone and conglomerate.

It attains a maximum thickness of about 2000 feet.
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CLARNO FORMATION.

Introduction

The oldest rocks in the area are pyroxene andesites that crop out

southwest of Steelhead Falls, at Cline Buttes, and at Forked Horn Butte.

Basalt and tuffs crop out near Trail Crossing, 1-- miles northeast of

Crooked River Gorge. Stearns (1930) assigned a late Miocene - early

Pliocene (?) age to the andesites, and an Eocene age to the basalt, which

he called the "Trail Crossing Basalt". Williams (1957) assigned the

andesites to the John Day Formation, and the basalt to the Columbia River

Basalt. However, the andesites are similar to Clarno rocks in lithology

(Robinson, 1969), and the basalt is believed to underlie the great mass of

John Day tuffs at Smith Rock. Therefore, both units are tentatively

assigned to the Clarno Formation in this report.

The name "Clarno" was applied to a sequence of tuffs, ashes, ande-

sites and rhyolitic lavas near Mitchell and Clarno's Ferry by Merriam

(1901). The beds which he described are exposed above rocks of Creta-

ceous age, and below strata assigned to the John Day Formation.

Field Relations

The thick, massive andesite flows are best exposed along the east

side of the Steelhead Falls inlier where the Deschutes River has stripped

off the adjacent sediments. They are continuously exposed from the river

bed to the highest point of the inlier, an elevation difference of 570

feet. The flows form an irregular series of tongue-like ridges. At

Cline Buttes, five miles west of Redmond, the andesites form a double
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Figure 3. Clarno - Deschutes contact at Steelhead Falls inlier, sec. 4.
T. 14 S., R. 12 E.; ash flow tuffs 1 and 2 occur near base of
section at left; note erosional remnants of Deschutes sedi-
ments and tuff - 2 on Clarno andesite, which slopes toward
the viewer.

f'.
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series of highly eroded conical peaks and linear ridges aligned parallel

to each other, and trending N. 40° E. At Forked Horn Butte, they form a

rather low, convex butte. A younger basaltic cinder cone lies on the

east flank.

The Clarno basalt crops out on both banks of the Crooked River for a

distance of about one mile upstream from Trail Crossing, and continues on

to the northeast for an undetermined distance. It forms a brownish-

colored southwest-sloping surface, irregularly gullied by erosion. The

thickness of Clarno rocks at Trail Crossing is undetermined, but is

believed to be at least 250 feet.

The basal contact of the Clarno Formation is not exposed in the

mapped area. Elsewhere in central Oregon, Clarno rocks lie with marked

angular unconformity on Cretaceous marine rocks (Wilkinson and Oleo,

1968). The basalt is overlain unconformably by John Day tuffs about one

mile east of Trail Crossing. Attitudes near the contact are obscure and

difficult to measure. However, concordant tuff beds underlying the

basalt 4- mile north of the contact strike N. 58° W., and dip 280 SGT.

Less than 4- mile south of the contact, John Day beds dip to the southeast

at angles up to 300. The upper contact of the andesites with the

Deschutes Formation is revealed in sec. 4, T. 14 S., R. 12 E., and is

described in the section on structure.

Litholor and Petrography

Andesite

The andesite flows are dense, highly fractured glassy rocks, with

distinctive flow banding. Fresh surfaces are light brownish-gray to
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brownish-gray, and weather from grayish-red to moderate reddish-brown.

Phenocrysts of plagioclase and pyroxene lie in a pilotaxitic groundmass

of fine plagioclase laths and iron oxides with interstitial crypto-

crystalline minerals and subordinate glass.

The plagioclase phenocrysts (15%) generally range from about An30 to

An54 in composition. Nearly all of them are fractured and corroded.

Some of the fractures are filled with a very finely crystalline, moder-

ately birefringent mineral. Many crystals are charged with blebs of pale

brown glass along cleavage planes. Tiny inclusions of hypersthene and

white prismatic minerals are commonly present. The phenocryst clusters

generally range from 1 to 3 mm in diameter, and individual phenocrysts

average 0.5 to 1 mm. Groundmass laths are sodic plagioclase (oligo-

clase?), and average 0.1 mm in length. They comprise about 30% of the

rock.

The chief pyroxene is augite, although hypersthene is locally

present. Augite alters to iron oxides, but hypersthene is relatively

fresh. The pyroxene crystals are subhedral, and only sparsely

present (1%).

Magnetite and hematite (5-10%) are finely granular alteration pro-

ducts of ferromagnesian minerals. They commonly form subhedral and

equant to prismatic pseudomorphs after the altered phenocrysts, or occur

as alteration margins surrounding the crystal. Hematite often occurs as

rims around magnetite, and as irregular shapeless patches in the ground-

mass. Similar patches of a grayish-yellow, very finely granular opaque

material (4%) and pale brown glass (8%) are also present. Secondary opal

is sparsely present near pores.
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Basalt

The Clarno basalt is very finely crystalline, dense, and dark black

in color. Upon weathering, it turns to a dark rust-brown and becomes

highly fractured.

Euhedral plagioclase laths, with a composition of about An55, make

up about 35% of typical specimens. They are 0.1 to 0.25 mm long, and

have a slight preferred orientation. Larger laths, ranging in size up to

2 mm. make up about 5% of the rock. Some of these are extremely corroded.

Anhedral olivine crystals (10%) are intergranular and highly altered.

Alteration products include a very finely crystalline birefringent

mineral with the appearance of sericite, and a semi-opaque, gray clay-

like mineral. Some of the crystals retain cores of fresh, unaltered

olivine. Euhedral phenocrysts of pseudomorphs after olivine (5%) consist

of alteration products similar to those on the intergranular crystals,

and also include thin margins of chlorophaeite (?). They are ghost-like,

and extensively embayed.

Interstitial tachylyte (25%) is nearly opaque, possibly due to

finely divided magnetite. Incipient fibrous crystals are believed to be

pyroxene (5%).

Accessory black opaque minerals (5-10%) with irregular, equant and

lath shapes, range from 0.05 to 0.25 mm in size. The lath-shaped

crystals are believed to be ilmenite, and are associated with chloro-

phaeite and altered olivine pseudomorphs.

Yellow to orange-brown chlorophaeite (5%) replaces tachylyte. It

also forms thin linings on a few spherical cavities, and may be an alter-

ation product of olivine. It has subsequently been altered to a product
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believed to be a clay mineral, possibly saponite. Some cores have semi-

opaque, finely-divided clay-like material; others have very finely

crystalline birefringent cores.

Correlation and Age

In the absence of fossils or radiometric dating, correlation of the

basalt at Trail Crossing and the andesitic inliers remains uncertain. On

the basis of stratigraphic position and lithologic similarity, these rocks

are tentatively correlated with rocks assigned to the Clarno Formation by

other workers.

Various ages have been given for the Clarno Formation. The strati-

graphic position indicates that it is younger than Cretaceous and older

than late Oligocene. Radiometric (K/A) dates obtained from rocks near

the top of the formation range from 37.5 million years to 34.0 million

years (Ray, 1963; Evernden and James, 1964). This indicates an early

Oligocene age for these rocks. Earlier workers based age assignments

primarily on paleobotany studies of the Clarno flora. Most of the ages

given were from middle to late Eocene (Chaney, 1927 and 1935; Stirton,

1944; Scott, 1956; Arnold, 1952). However, in 1961, Hergert estimated

that the plant fossils in the Clarno suggested ages ranging from middle-

upper Oligocene.
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Table 1e Sequence of major stratigraphic units

Age & Unit
Thickness
(feet) Lithology

Quaternary

alluvium

landslide deposits

Late Pleistocene

Crooked River basalt 0-350

unconformity

Early Pliocene to
early Pleistocene

Deschutes Formation* 0-600

Early (?) - middle
Oligocene to early
Miocene

unconformity

unconsolidated fluvial deposits of
sand and gravel along streams and
valley bottoms

slumped blocks of sediments, tuffs
and basalts along canyon walls

intracanyon and plateau-forming
flows of highly porous, medium
gray, diktytasitic olivine basalt

diatomite, cinder and lava mounds,
basalt dikes and flows, ash flow
tuffs, volcanic sediments,
Tetherow mudflow

John Day Formation white to very pale orange
silicified airfall tuffs

unconformity

Late Eocene to
early Oligocene

Clarno Formation dense, black, non-porphyritic
olivine basalt; reddish-brown,
porphyritic, flow-banded pyroxene
andesite

* See Table 2. Summary of lithologic units of the Deschutes Formation
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JOHN DAY FORMATION

Silicified tuffs crop out one mile south of Terrebonne in the SW i,

SE +, sec. 21, T. 14 S., R. 13 E., and at Coyote Butte, 2- miles north-

east of Terrebonne. They are similar to tuffs exposed at Smith Rock, and

are tentatively assigned to the John Day Formation. Thick tuff beds form

conspicuous highlands along the northeastern boundary of the study area,

and extend northeast to areas where known John Day rocks are present.

The thickness of John Day rocks in the study area is undetermined.

Stearns (1930) estimated a thickness of about 1000 feet for the tuffs at

Smith Rock. Elsewhere in central Oregon, the John Day Formation ranges

from 1300 to 4000 feet (Hay, 1963; Peck, 1964).

The John Day tuffs overlie the Clarno basalt with angular uncon-

formity about one mile east of Trail Crossing. They underlie the

Columbia River Basalt in the vicinity of Lone Pine Flat, about four to

five miles east of Smith Rock. In the vicinity of Smith Rock, the John

Day tuffs are overlain by horizontal flows of the Crooked River basalt.

The silicified tuff is white to very pale orange, weathering to

somewhat darker tones. Devitrified pumice ghosts (25%) range from 0.1 mm

to 5 mm, but average 0.5 to 1 mm in size. They have a striking axiolitic

structure, and are set in a matrix (75%) of equant quartz anhedra aver-

aging 0.025 to 0.05 mm. Sparse, finely granular opaques include iron

oxides. In plain light, abundant tiny shards (0.05 - 0.1 mm) are

observed in the matrix.

On the basis of stratigraphic position, litholgic similarity and

lateral continuity, the silicified tuffs are tentatively correlated with
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the John Day Formation. Chaney (1927) assigned a late Oligocene age to

the basal member of the formation on the basis of paleobotany studies,

and radiometric (It/A) dates reported by Evernden and James (1964) range

from 32.0 million years near the base of the formation, to 23.3 million

years near the top of the formation.
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DESCHUTES FORMATION

Introduction

A heterogeneous sequence of sediments, tuffs, and lavas overlies

Clarno and John Day rocks of the middle Deschutes Basin. This sequence

was first described by Russell (1905), who named it the "Deschutes Sands".

Ira Williams (1924), who recognized the varied lithology, and Stearns

(1930) called it the Deschutes Formation. The term "Madras Formation",

proposed by Hodge (1928) for similar rocks near Madras, was also used by

Rowel Williams (1957). Because Ira Williams' term has priority, and

also because of the many excellent exposures along the Deschutes River,

this sequence will be designated as the Deschutes Formation in this

report.

Nature and Grouping of Sequence

The Deschutes Formation is divided into major groups of related

lithologies. They include epiclastic and pyroclastic sedimentary beds;

welded and non-welded ash flow tuffs; interbedded, intracanyon, and

plateau-forming basalt flows; basalt intrusive bodies and cinder cones;

diatomite beds; and a distinctive mudflow breccia.

Thickness

The exposed thickness of the formation ranges from less than 100

feet near Cline Falls to nearly 600 feet along the northern boundary,

wedging out abruptly against higher areas of older rock. Farther north,

the sequence is 800 feet thick at Opal Springs, and reaches a maximum of
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Figure 4. Section south of Steelhead Falls inlier, along west side of
Deschutes River; ash flow tuff - 1 at base of section; ash
flow tuff - 2 with columnar jointing forms prominent vertical
ledge near center of section; ash flow tuff - 6 caps the sec-
tion; note foreset bedding in sands near top of the section.
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about 1000 feet in the vicinity of Warm Springs (Hodge, 1940). The

presence of inliers with variable relief indicates that Deschutes sedi-

ments and flows filled the low areas of an irregular terrain.

Stratigraphic Relations

The Deschutes Formation is unconformable on rocks of the Clarno and

John Day Formations. Several miles north of Cove Park, it overlies

Columbia River Basalt (Hodge, 1940; Waters, 1968). The basal contact is

covered over most of the area. However, it is exposed at the Steelhead

Falls inlier in sees. 4 and 8, T. 14 So, R. 12 E., where it is sharp,

and marked by large scale topographic irregularities, In the NE +, NE +,

sec. 4, horizontal beds of the Deschutes Formation wedge out abruptly

against the steep slopes of Clarno andesite. Angular talus blocks of the

andesite are incorporated in Deschutes sediments near the contact. The

nature of this erosional and angular unconformity is discussed in the

section on structure. The Deschutes Formation is overlain by the Crooked

River basalt. Laterally, the Deschutes Formation wedges out rather

abruptly against old topographic highs of the Clarno and John Day beds.

To the north it may interfinger with the Dalles Formation, and to the

south and west it disappears under younger volcanics.

Tetherow Mudflow Breccia

A distinctive mudflow breccia, carrying enormous boulders of Clarno

andesite, crops out in the area between Tetherow Butte and the Deschutes

River, two to three miles northwest of Redmond. Because the major
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Figure 5. Talus blocks of Clarno andesite in Deschutes sediments near
contact.
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exposures lie between Tetherow Bridge and Tetherow Butte, it is

designated the Tetherow mudflow breccia.

The flow occurs in long, tongue-like, flat-topped to convex ridges,

generally covered by a mantle of eolian silt and sand. The best expo-

sures and maximum relief (200 feet) occur along the Deschutes River on

the west side of the western lobe. The thickness is unknown, but at

least 200 feet are exposed along the Deschutes River. The flow probably

thins to the north.

The basal contact is not exposed, and the relation of this breccia

to other units of the Deschutes Formation is obscure. However, it

appears to be younger than a slightly porphyritic basalt lying at the

north end of the western lobe. The contact is covered, but topographic

relations suggest that the snout of the lobe terminated near the basalt

flow. North of Frank Road, in the NE 1, sec. 1. T. 15 S., R. 12 E., the

breccia underlies a rim-forming, slightly porphyritic basalt of the

Deschutes Formation. Elsewhere, it underlies diktytaxitic olivine basalt

flows, including the Crooked River basalt and the Terrebonne basalt. The

contact is sharp and locally distinct.

The breccia is characterized by the presence of prominent, weathered,

reddish-brown andesite boulders similar in lithology to the rocks at

Forked Horn Butte, Cline Buttes, and the Steelhead Falls inlier. They

are abundantly strewn over the surface as float, and many of them attain

dimensions ranging up to 20 to 30 feet. Weathered slopes are generally

smoothly convex, but a few erosional columns have developed along the

Deschutes River on the western lobe in the SW 1, SW 4, sec. 31, T. 14 S.,

R. 13 E. The sandy matrix is a pale yellowish-brown, weathering to
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darker tones of the same color. Bedding is absent, and the breccia is

poorly sorted.

Microscopic examination reveals that the sandy matrix is a micro-

breccia corresponding to Gilbert's (1954) volcanic wacke. Sand-size

framework grains, including lithic fragments (40?), crystal fragments

(15%), iron oxides (5%), pumice (5%), and glass fragments (5%) lie in a

finer matrix (25%) composed of abundant silt (10,%) of the same composi-

tion and finely birefringent hematitic clay (15%). Lithic fragments are

composed chiefly of older tuffs and andesites, and range in-size from

0.03 mm to 2 mm. The clasts are predominantly angular.

The relations of this breccia to adjacent basalts of the Deschutes

Formation seem to limit its age. On this basis it is tentatively

assigned to the Deschutes Formation, and placed stratigraphically between

the two slightly porphyritic basalts referred to above.

Volcanic Sedimentary Beds

Introduction

The Deschutes sediments consist of both epiclastic and pyroclastic

material. Epiclastic sediments include fluvial sands, conglomerates and

breccias, and tuffaceous eolian sands. Pyroclastic sediments include

thin, intercalated beds of fine vitric ash and coarse, cindery ash or

lapilli, pumice lapilli beds, vitric airborne tuffs, and volcanic breccia.

Sedimentary beds crop out along the canyon walls, and the best expo-

sures occur along the Deschutes and Crooked Rivers. Most of the epi-

elastic sediments are topographic slope-formers. Individual beds are
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Table 2. Generalized stratigraphic summary of lithologic units of the
Deschutes Formation

prominent cones and low, obscure mounds of cin-
ders and associated basalt flows; plateau.
forming basalts including Terrebonne flow

Upper 200' (diktytaxitic olivine basalt), several flows of
sparsely porphyritic basalt, and other flows of
porphyritic basalt; diatomite; volcanic sedi-
ments; ash flow tuffs 6-9; and younger inter-
bedded and intracanyon flows 9-11

Middle 200'

largely volcanic sediments including epiclastic
deposits of fluvial sands, conglomerates,
breccias, and tuffaceous eolian sands; and pyro-
clastic deposits of fine vitric ash, coarse
cindery ash and lapilli, pumice lapilli tuff,
nitric airfall tuff, and lithic tuff breccia;
ash flow tuffs 2-5; some interbedded basalts;
and Tetherow mudflow breccia

Lower 200' basal interbedded basalts; ash flow tuff 1;
volcanic sediments
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generally highly localized, discontinuous, and characterized by rapid

lateral changes. They are typically wedge and lens-shaped units. Most

of the pyroclastic beds are somewhat resistant and form convex to angular

ledges. They are usually widespread and continuous, with a sheet-like

form. Except for the ash flow tuffs, which are considered separately,

pyroclastic deposits tend to be thinner than epiclastic sequences, and

are often intercalated with fluvial or eolian strata.

Pyroclastic Beds

Fine Vitric Ash Beds. Thin beds of fine vitric ash occur at various

horizons within the section. They are often intercalated with thin,

laminated beds of friable sand, pumice or cinders, and tend to form

angular ledges. The ash is generally pinkish-gray to grayish-orange-pink,

weathering from very pale orange to grayish orange. Associated pumice

ranges from very pale orange to yellow to light or dark gray. The ash

beds are very brittle, and tend to fracture parallel to the bedding

planes and irregularly across them. Individual beds are finely

laminated, and range from - inch to six inches in thickness. Some

bedding planes are defined by weathered zones, and others by different

concentrations of pumice. The bedding is sharp, parallel and con-

tinuous. Internal laminations are more obscure than the beds in which

they occur. In some cases they grade upward into ash or pumice-rich

eolian sands.

Most of the material is fine vitric ash, with some pumice and

accretionary lapilli. Pumice lapilli are sparsely disseminated through

the ash or concentrated along bedding planes. They usually make up from
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5 to 15% of the ash beds, but elsewhere, accretionary lapilli become

abundant along certain horizons. Ash beds with higher concentrations

of pumice also contain up to 5% of crystals and lithic fragments.

Cindery Ash and Lapilli Beds. Thin, horizontal beds of coarse,

cindery ash or lapilli, occur at several horizons within the section.

They are often intercalated with other airborne debris, including finer

ash, pumice, and sands. In some cases they underlie ash flow tuffs or

interbedded basalt flows. Angular cinders seldom exceed one inch in

diameter, and usually range from sand size to I inch. Beds range from

one to 12 inches in thickness, and tend to be graded normally. Coarser

lapilli dominate the basal portion, becoming finer and less abundant

toward the top. Planar fabric and laminations become more distinct as

the clasts become finer. In some cases, pumice fragments gradually be-

come more abundant in the upper portion, occasionally dominating that

part of the bed. Cindery fragments are also disseminated in eolian sands,

and are locally abundant along bedding planes or in irregular patches.

Pumice Lapilli Beds. Prominent beds of pumice lapilli are wide-

spread in the Deschutes Basin. In the thicker sections in the northern

part of the area, they occur at two different horizons. The beds range

up to ten feet in thickness, averaging two to five feet. They form

smoothly rounded, convex ledges or slopes, and are generally well-exposed.

The pumice is predominantly very pale orange in color, but often grades

from white to grayish-orange. Weathering often produces hemispherically-

shaped pits with flat bottoms, usually less than one foot in diameter.

Individual particles range from 2 mm up to two inches, but most of

the lapilli are I to I- inch in size. Gradational sorting is poor for the
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bed as a whole, becoming fair to good along each horizon. Lapilli are

dominantly sub-angular to angular, and constitute 75 to 95% of the bed.

Fine pebble or coarse sand-sized lithic fragments generally total 2 to

10%, but occasionally range up to 2C$. They are dominantly basalt with

subordinate cinders, and are sparsely disseminated. Crystals, including

feldspar, are generally rather sparse (1-5%), and finer pumice or ash

constitute a subordinate matrix.

The lapilli beds are massive, and generally characterized by reverse

grading. The basal portion of a bed is often thinly bedded or laminated

with fine pumice. Bedding planes are often defined by more abundant

lithic fragments, and are parallel over fairly long distances.

Basal contacts are sharp and parallel to adjacent units. They are

often conformable to underlying beds, especially where they rest on ash

or eolian sands. Occasional disconformities are revealed by topographic

irregularities.

Airborne Vitric Tuffs. Airfall tuffs are characterized by good to

excellent sorting, and form rather obscure, convex slopes. They are

commonly pink to pinkish-orange due to the presence of finely divided

iron oxide. A representative tuff, which crops out in the NE +, sec. 36,

T. 13 S., R. 12 E., along the Crooked River Canyon, is described below.

This tuff is divided into three layers on the basis of color, texture and

composition, each grading into the other. The lowest, which is four feet

thick, contains abundant white pumice lapilli (3O-4Ci), and is not as

well sorted as the other two beds. The pumice is fine (1/8 inch), and

especially abundant in the thinly bedded basal section, one foot thick.

Stratification becomes obscure in the upper portion of the bed, which
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also has better sorting. The bed is dominated by fine, vitric ash

(4o-5c$), with subordinate feldspar crystals (10-15%), and sand-sized

lithic fragments (5%). The middle bed is three feet thick and very pale

orange in color. Pumice lapilli are larger (up to one inch) and less

abundant (15%) than in the lower bed. The rather sparse larger lapilli

are evenly disseminated, and the relatively abundant smaller lapilli are

more irregular in distribution. Crystals and lithic fragments total about

15%, and ash constitutes about 70% of the bed. The upper bed is six feet

thick, and is moderate orange-pink in color. Like the middle bed, it

lacks internal stratification. Irregularly distributed pumice lapilli

comprise only 5% of the bed. Ash (80o) dominates the composition and

texture, with subordinate, fine, sand-sized feldspar dominated crystals

and lithic fragments totaling about 15%.

Lithic Tuff Breccia. A distinctive and widespread lithic tuff

breccia crops out in the lower half of the section along the Deschutes

and Crooked Rivers in the northern part of the area, and continues north

for some distance. It forms a prominent, vertically-faced ledge, ranging

from five to 15 feet in thickness, and is continuous along the canyon

walls. The breccia has distinctive and homogeneous olive-gray colors

and weathers to slightly darker tones of olive-gray. It is very well-

cemented, with a rough-textured surface due to the fine, angular

fragments.

The breccia consists chiefly of fine pebble-size, vesicular, brown

and brownish-black glass fragments. Sizes range from subordinate silt or

ash to occasional larger pebbles. Sorting is poor to fair, and the rock

is quite porous. The glass fragments have abundant plagioclase laths in
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preferred and random orientation, with subordinate ferromagnesian micro-

lites and crystallites. Other lithic fragments (< 5%) include pumice,

basalt, andesite (?), and dark glassy fragments. Isolated crystals are

sparse (2-p), consisting of plagioclase, pyroxene and olivine. The

matrix (25%) includes finely divided opaque "dust", finer fragments of

the glassy grains, crystallites, microlites, plagioclase, and ferro-

magnesian minerals. Iron oxides are also present.

Beds range from one to three feet in thickness. They are sharply

defined, concordant, planar and parallel. Interbeds of cross-laminated

and occasionally pebble-rich sands, ranging up to three feet in thick-

ness, are locally present. The breccia beds are characterized by rather

obscure, internal normal grading, which becomes more distinct locally.

Basalt cobbles and cinder lapilli are occasionally abundant at the base,

grading upward to finer clasts. Red and black cinder lapilli are

sparsely and randomly scattered through the beds.

The basal contact is sharp, undulating, and parallel to adjacent

beds. The breccia is disconformable on the underlying rocks, as

indicated by local topographic irregularities.

Epiclastic Beds

Tuffaceous Eolian Sands. A distinctive group of Deschutes sands are

characterized by thick, massive beds, lacking internal stratification, by

predominantly yellowish-brown colors, by disseminated pumice lapilli and

fine lithic pebbles, and often by tuffaceous composition. Outcrops

generally form smoothly rounded convex slopes, and have a sheet or

tabular form. The dominant yellow-brown tones commonly grade to various
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tones of gray, yellowish-gray, olive-gray, grayish-orange, brownish-gray

and olive-black. The beds are usually speckled with very pale orange or

light gray pumice lapilli.

The texture is that of a fine to medium or occasionally coarse sand,

with subordinate pebbles and lapilli. Sorting is often fair, and frag-

ments are typically angular to sub-angular. Composition varies, but is

dominated by glassy lithic fragments including pumice, vesicular pale

brown and brownish-black glass with microlitic plagioclase laths, basalt,

andesite (?) and other glassy lithic fragments. Fine pebbles and pumice

lapilli total 15 to 20%, medium sand-sized lithic fragments 304, and very

fine sand or silt about 4C$. The fine grains include glassy and crystal-

line lithic fragments, crystal fragments, y-shaped shards, and a

fragment-coating clay. Crystals total about 10 to 15$. They are pre-

dominantly plagioclase with subordinate clinopyroxene, olivine, hypers-

thene and quartz. Pumice lapilli may be evenly disseminated through the

bed, concentrated along certain horizons parallel to the bedding, or

locally concentrated in ill-defined patches. Fine pebbles, predominantly

basalt or cinders, are similar to the pumice in occurence, but tend to be

more abundant near the base.

Beds vary greatly in thickness, generally ranging from one to six

feet. Occasionally, a thin basal zone with rhythmic laminations grades

upward into the massive, non-stratified portion. Obscure textural grada-

tions have been observed, and vertical color gradations are common.

Contacts are generally sharp and parallel with underlying beds.

These sands are often conformable with adjacent units.
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Fluvial Sands. Channel filling fluvial sand deposits are prominent

slope-forming members of the Deschutes Formation. They are well-exposed,

especially where protected by overlying resistant beds. Colors are often

heterogeneous, but gray tones predominate. Beds are often speckled with

very pale orange pumice lapilli. Granular yellow pumice and bluish-gray

basalt occasionally dominate thin beds, imparting a "salt and pepper"

color.

Sizes range from silt to small boulders, but sand is dominant.

Pebbles may be irregularly distributed within a deposit, but are usually

more abundant along certain horizons. They often dominate thin lenses

and wedges, and alternate with sand layers. The sands are usually poorly

sorted. As grain size decreases, sorting tends to improve, and the beds

become thinner and more distinct. Pumice grains and larger lithic frag-

ments are usually more rounded than crystals and smaller fragments.

Most of these sands are composed of basic volcanic detritus -

chiefly lithic fragments. Most of these are vesicular glassy fragments

with plagioclase microlites and ferromagnesian crystals. 'Subordinate

lithics include holocrystalline basalt, tuff, glass and pumice. Many of

the clasts have an opaque, hematitic coating. Crystals average about

20% of the rock, and are usually angular. About 60 to 70% of these

are calcic plagioclase. Subordinate crystals include clinopyroxene,

olivine, and occasionally hypersthene. The matrix usually includes small

lithic, crystal, and glass fragments, with a finely birefringent hemati-

tic clay. It may be present in amounts up to 15-20%, but is often

lacking. Fresh, platy, amber fragments of opal, 0.05 to 0.1 mm in size,
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occur as a cementing agent in one sample otherwise lacking a matrix.

They are interstitial and ubiquitous in distribution, totaling about 5%.

Fluvial stratification is often variable and discontinuous. Long,

thin, intersecting lenses, wedges, and stringers occur in rhythmic to

random alternation with intercalated pumice-rich or pebble-rich beds, and

occasionally with patches of structureless eolian sands. Individual

layers vary from fine laminae to six inches, and occasionally up to two

feet. Thin, ashy or silty to pumiceous, grayish-orange laminae occasion-

ally separate thicker beds of coarse, friable sand. Scour channels and

cross-bedding are common small scale internal structures, often localized

along certain horizons. In some cases, the internal stratification and

small scale structures are repeated in the overlying unit on a much

larger scale, indicating an increase in stream energy. With large scale

channeling and cross-stratification, the bedding tends to be thicker and

more :irregular, with poorer sorting,

Conglomerate and Breccia. Conglomerates and breccias of fluvial

origin are common in the section, and well-exposed throughout the area.

Individual deposits are highly localized and usually occur as part of a

normal fluvial sequence, or occasionally as torrential deposits, charac-

teristically forming wedge or lens-shaped, channel-filling beds. In most

cases, the fragments are angular. Weathered surfaces are often rough,

with large clasts standing in relief. Differences in induration lead to

the development of erosional irregularities tending toward "hoodoo"

forms. Various lithic clasts impart heterogeneous colors to these depos-

its, but overall grayish tones are most common. Matrix colors generally

range from yellowish-gray to grayish-orange.
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Relative proportions of pebbles, cobbles, boulders and matrix vary

considerably. Larger fragments are generally more abundant at the base,

decreasing upwards. Torrential deposits have a higher percentage of

boulders, poorer sorting, and more obscure bedding. Normal fluvial

.deposits have a higher percentage of cobbles and pebbles, and obtain a

better sorting as clasts become finer near the top.

Most of the beds consist of basalt gravel. Subordinate clasts

include other volcanic rock fragments, cinders and pumice. Rounded pumice

lapilli occasionally form discontinuous lenses, intercalated with lithic

dominated strata. The sandy matrix generally increases toward the top of

the bed. It is dominated by basalt lithic fragments, with subordinate

silt or fine sand, crystals, and pumice. The relative amounts of these

components varies greatly. Some deposits are quite heterogeneous in

composition, but they are subordinate.

Internal bedding becomes thinner and increasingly distinct as grain

size decreases. The finer-grained beds are also better sorted and

slightly better cemented. Cut-and-fill channels and cross-bedding struc-

tures are often localized along certain horizons.

Basal contacts are sharp, distinct and irregular. Breccias and

conglomerates fill topographic depressions and are disconformable on the

underlying beds.
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Ash Flow Tuffs

Introduction

Nine ash flow tuffs, designated one through nine, are recognized as

members of the Deschutes Formation. Because of their resistant nature,

they commonly occur as prominent ledges, or occasionally as benches

within the canyons. Locally, where overlying sediments have been removed

by erosion, they underlie broad, flat areas. The tuffs form widespread

sheets, and gradually wedge out toward their margins. Most of the sheets

are relatively thin, and local variations in thickness are due to topo-

graphic irregularities in the initial surface. Basal contacts are

typically sharp and planar, becoming irregular and undulating locally.

All of the tuffs are concordant with adjacent strata of the Deschutes

Formation. However, basal irregularities and changes in thickness

indicate that they were extruded unto erosional surfaces. Refractive

indices were determined for the glass in each of the tuffs. They are

listed in Table 3. The silica content, according to George (1924) ranges

from 56% to 68%, and the tuffs are probably dacitic in composition.

one

The oldest ash flow sheet in the Deschutes Formation is a nonwelded

pink vitric tuff, which crops out along the Deschutes River from the

diatomite mine to the Steelhead Falls inlier. It is present in the road

cut through the mine, and is also exposed up Deep Canyon to the prominent

bend in the channel. The best exposures, however, occur in the Crooked

River Canyon (Plate 2). The tuff extends several miles beyond the mapped
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Table 3. Refractive indices and approximate silica percentages,
ash flow tuffs

Ash Flow Tuff Unit
Refractive Index Percentage, Si0

of the Natural Glass (George, 1924)2

9 1.533 58

8 1.525 61

7 1.541 56

6 1.531 58

5 1.527 60

4 1.537 57

3 1.509 68

1.515 66

1 1.511 67

2
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area in both canyons. It varies in thickness from 27 to 126 feet, and

apparently thins toward the southwest. In the Crooked River Canyon, it

lies directly on a thick interbedded basalt; in the Deschutes Canyon, it

overlies fluvial sands. In both cases, the relationship is disconform-

able.

The tuff forms rounded, convex slopes or ledges with irregular,

gullied surfaces. Locally, the surfaces are hummocky or knobby, and have

numerous erosional cavities from a few inches to about two feet across.

The tuff varies in color from a moderate orange-pink near the top, to a

very pale orange near the base. Weathered surfaces are characteristically

blackish-gray. Bedding, ranging from + inch to one foot, is present only

in the lower three to five feet of the sheet.

The texture is vitroclastic, with high porosity (15-25%). The

matrix totals 60-7C%, and consists of pale brown glass dust, shards, and

very fine crystals, lithic, and pumice fragments. Larger clasts total

about 10% and include andesite, older devitrified tuff, and other vol-

canic rocks. Sodic plagioclase (15%) occurs as euhedral to subhedral

crystals up to one mm in length, and as broken fragments. They are often

strongly resorbed. Inclusions of pale brown glass and tiny prismatic

crystals are common. Pyroxene crystals (5%) are euhedral to subhedral,

and occasionally twinned. Hypersthene and biotite (< 1%) are also

present. Magnetite (1s) and hematite occur primarily as alteration

products of ferromagnesian minerals and glass. Orange and gray pumice

lapilli average I - 2 inches in diameter and constitute 5-10% of the

rock, becoming more abundant locally. In the upper part of very thick
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sections, yellow-orange pumice occurs in abundance as distinctive lapilli

and blocks, ranging up to one foot in length, and locally totaling 50-75%.

Neither the shards nor the pumice is devitrified.

Two

Unit two is a prominent ledge-former, and provides an excellent

marker horizon. It crops out along the Deschutes River from a point

directly south of Steamboat Rock to the Steelhead Falls inlier, and

underlies much of the flat area west of the river (Plate 2). It is
exposed as a thin ledge in a sediment-filled basin within the inlier, and

is also prominent beyond the mapped area. The best exposures occur along

stream cuts surrounding an isolated portion of the inlier, and near the

prominent bend in Deep Canyon. The tuff ranges from two to 50 feet

thick, and gradually wedges out toward the north and east. Contacts are

sharp and undulating, and local basal irregularities are common. South

of Big Falls, the tuff is disconformable on unit one, but to the north

and elsewhere, it is separated from the pink tuff by interbedded sands.

The distinctive nature of this unit is due to its resistance to

weathering, and to the colorful exposures in outcrop. Welding or partial

welding often occurs in the top part of the sheet. The zone of welding is

relatively thin, and grades down into a much thicker nonwelded zone. Out-

crops are characterized by crude to moderately well-developed columnar

jointing. Irregularly distributed, patchy zones of lithophysae (?),

averaging 1/16 to 3 inches, total about 15 to 20% of the surface area.

In thick sections, a very thin, light gray basal zone grades up into a

thick, light orange zone, which, in turn, grades up into a thinner
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Figure 7 Ash flow tuff - 2 overlies ash flow tuff - 1 forming a
vertical wall near the mouth of Deep Canyon.

-
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reddish-brown zone. Elsewhere, colors range from moderate reddish-orange

to grayish-orange at the top, to dark yellowish-orange below. The rocks

weather to various tones of orange, red and brown.

In thin section, the tuff is vitroclastic, and has an abundance of

highly shattered, bright orange fragments of cellular glass (30%). They

correspond to non-collapsed orange pumice seen in outcrop. These frag-

ments, with collapsed pumice, lithic fragments, feldspar and mafic crys-

tals, lie in a matrix (45-50%) of very fine shards, pale brown glass

dust, lithic and crystal fragments, and magnetite. Shards average 0.03

to 0.05 mm, while other matrix constituents are smaller. Welding and

shard distortion are obscured by the small size. The framework grains

average 0.5 to 1 mm, and have a flow-like orientation due to compression.

Lithic fragments (lc$) include basalt, andesite and older tuffs. Sodic

plagioclase (5%) is often deeply embayed or resorbed, but is euhedral

elsewhere. Other crystals (i%) include clinopyroxene and biotite.

Collapsed pumice (15%) is dusky grayish-blue, and is characterized by

inclusions of crystals, oxidized glass fragments, and tiny magnetite

grains. The glass is not devitrified.

Three

A pink vitric tuff, unit three, crops out along the Deschutes River

in the vicinity of Steelhead Falls, and extends to the north as a convex

slope or ledge. The thickness usually varies from 5 to 15 feet, but

reaches a maximum of 80 to 100 feet, - mile north of the mapped area.

The contacts are sharp and gently undulating, and the sheet is discon-

formable on adjacent sands.



Table 4. Modes, ash flow tuffs

it
Lithic Pl li PYroxene I id P i Gl * Matrix

fragments ag oc ase clino ortho ron ox e um ce ass glass crystal

9 7.2 6.2 1.8 1.0 4.4 5.6 23.2 47.4 4.2

8 9.4 4.4 0.4 0.8 2.0 37.6 5.0 36.6 3.8

7 14.4 4.0 0.2 1.6 26.8 25.0 25.2 2.8

5 4.0 9.4 0.4 0.8 3.4 38.0 38.6 5.4

4 26.6 2.6 0.4 2.4 23.0 16.6 22.8 5.4**

3 12.2 8.0 1.6 0.8 2.8 9.4 23.2 33.4 8.6

2 10.6 2.6 0.8 0.8 11.2 38.6 33.4 1.8

1 10.6 4.2 0.6 1.2 6.4 24.0 47.8 5.2

*
Includes discrete fragments and shards

**
Includes trace (0.2%) of olivine
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Systematic blocky jointing is well-developed, with dimensions from

three inches near the base to one foot near the top. Weathered surfaces

are smooth but irregular, with erosional cavities from one inch to one

foot. Colors range from brownish-gray to pinkish-gray, becoming darker

on weathered surfaces.

In outcrop, the tuff is characterized by evenly disseminated very

pale orange pumice lapilli, totaling about 253 (1C% in thin sections).

They gradually become larger (up to two inches), and slightly more abun-

dant toward the top. all, angular lithic pebbles total 5 to 1 and

are sparsely disseminated. A four foot stratum of graded pumice lapilli

occurs at the base of the tuff.

The texture is vitroclastic, and the larger components lie randomly

in a matrix (6%) of pale brown glass dust (30%), shards (20$), and

lithic fragments, iron oxides, and small crystals (1). Pale brown

shards (0.1 mm) are undistorted and have not been devitrified. Crystals

(20'%o) include euhedral and fragmentary sodic plagioclase, often strongly

resorbed. Inclusions of pale brown glass are common in larger pheno-

crysts. Subordinate crystals of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene are also

present. Volcanic lithic fragments (10$) are often highly altered to

hematite, and range from 0.05 to 3 mm. Magnetite and hematite occur as

fine alteration products of ferromagnesian crystals and lithic fragments.

Four

Unit four is a prominent ledge-former that crops out in the vicinity

of Steelhead Falls in the same region as unit three. It is also promi-

nent beyond the mapped area. The thickness ranges from 5 to 30 feet.
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Contacts are sharp and even. However, the undulating base reflects

original relief, and the tuff is disconformable on underlying sands,

The weathered surface is irregularly rounded and convex, with typi-

cal blackish-gray patches of lichen and erosional cavities. The color is

a very distinctive pinkish-gray to light brownish-gray, and weathers to

blotchy tones of yellowish-brown and dark pinkish-gray.

In outcrop, the tuff is characterized by sparsely disseminated,

black pumiceous blocks (5%), averaging two to three inches in diameter,

but ranging up to six inches. Other pumice lapilli comprize about 40%

of the rock. Pink lapilli are especially abundant near the base, becom-

ing smaller and less abundant toward the top.

In thin section, poorly sorted pumice (20?), crystals (2C%), and

lithic fragments (30%) lie in a heterogeneous, subordinate matrix (30%).

The matrix consists of glass dust, shards, pumice fragments, and tiny

crystal and lithic fragments up to 0.25 mm. Shards are undistorted, and

average 0.05 to 0.1 mm. They are not devitrified, and commonly have a

thin brown core with a relatively thick white border. Pumice is neither

devitrified nor collapsed, and generally ranges from fine matrix frag-

ments up to three mm. Heterogeneous volcanic lithic fragments dominate

the slide. They are often rounded, irregularly distributed, and range up

to four mm. Crystals are dominated by euhedral to fragmental plagioclase.

They are often resorbed, and average 0.25 to 0.5 mm, ranging up to 4 mm.

Subordinate ferromagnesian minerals include augite and olivine, with

localized patches of iddingsite. Iron oxides occur as alteration

products of ferromagnesian minerals, lithics and glass.
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Five

Unit five forms distinctive ledges in several tributary canyons in

the southwest part of the study area (Plate 2). The easternmost exposure

occurs about 13- miles southwest of Odin Falls. Discontinuous exposures

occur in Buckhorn and McKenzie Canyons, but the best exposures are in

Deep Canyon, where the tuff extends for about four miles south of the

prominent bend in the canyon. The sheet gradually thins to the northeast

and east, and probably wedges out in that direction. The thickest expo-

sures, up to 40 feet, occur in Deep Canyon, and also in Squaw Creek

Canyon, northwest of the mapped area. In most places, the tuff is dis-

conformable on the underlying sands. It also overlies an interbedded

basalt flow for a short distance, about 4- mile north of U.S. 126 in Deep

Canyon. The basal contact is rarely exposed, and local basal irregular-

ities are not as prominent as in other tuffs. Locally, however, it

displays gentle undulations.

In outcrop, the tuff is characterized by platy jointing, and a eutax-

itic structure. It is poorly to moderately sorted, and lacks bedding.

The color ranges from pale to grayish-red, and weathers to a distinctive

grayish- to very dusky red. Evenly distributed plagioclase phenocrysts

(15-20%) impart a "speckled" appearance. Black, streaky, collapsed

pumice (20%) is predominantly about one inch in length, but ranges up to

five inches. Fine angular pebbles (5%) are rather sparse.

The intensely welded nature of the tuff is revealed in thin section.

Crystals, pumice and lithic fragments lie with distinct parallel orienta-

tion in a highly oxidized glassy groundmass. The striking, flow-like

texture is probably due to compression. Porosity is quite low (< 5%).
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The matrix (80%) is composed of shards (3C%), hematitic glass dust (35%),

sodic plagioclase (i0%), and other crystals and lithic fragments (5%).

Shards are distorted, stretched, and molded around other grains, but the

structure can still be recognized. Most of the shards are 0.05 to 0.1 mm

in length, white, and devitrified. A few (5%) are larger (0.25 mm), pale

brown and fresh. Pumice (5%) occurs as fibrous, collapsed, and stretched

ghost-like fragments, nearly destroyed by distortion and devitrification.

I,ithic fragments, including basalt, andesite, and older tuffs, are sparse

(2-33), evenly distributed, and average 0.25-0.5 mm. Sodic plagioclase

(15%) occurs in two distinct sizes; fine laths (0.05 mm) are evenly

disseminated through the matrix with a parallel orientation; larger

crystals are less abundant (5%), often resorbed and spongy, and range up

to two mm in length. Orthopyroxene is sparse (< 1s), and occurs as sub-

hedral crystals. Magnetite is also sparse (< 1%), and is pseudomorphic

after mafic crystals. Hematite occurs as a finely divided oxidation

product of the glass dust, crystals and lithic fragments.

Six

Unit six caps several ridges and spurs high in the section east of

Steelhead Falls, and southeast of the inlier in sec. 4, T. 14 S., R. 12 E.

The thickness varies from eight to 60 feet, with the greatest thickness

occuring along the northern border, 4- mile north of Steelhead Falls. The

tuff is disconformable with adjacent sands, and has a sharp, undulating

contact. It weathers to smoothly rounded, convex surfaces, with a rough,

"popcorn" texture. The color is grayish-orange, weathering to a variable

yellowish-gray. The composition is characterized by an abundance of sand-
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size constituents. Black pumiceous blocks (5-10%) increase in size and

abundance toward the top. Fine, angular lithic pebbles (5%) are sparsely

but evenly disseminated. Another 10-15% occur as sand size fragments in

the matrix. They are heterogeneous in composition, ranging from acidic

to basic volcanics. Very pale orange and subordinate light gray pumice

lapilli total 20-25%. Crystals (15%) include feldspar and pyroxene, with

sparse amounts of iron oxides as alteration products. The matrix (606)

is composed of glass dust with abundant lithic fragments, shards,

crystals and pumice.

Seven

A third welded tuff, unit seven, crops out in tributary canyons

southwest of the Deschutes River, in the same region underlain by unit

five. However, it is not as extensive, and the exposures are more dis-

continuous. The most prominent exposures occur at the mouth of Buckhorn

Canyon, and at the bend in McKenzie Canyon, both along the west wall.

Less prominent exposures occur elsewhere in these canyons, and also in

Deep Canyon. The lower welded zone forms prominent convex-topped benches,

now remaining as erosional remnants. Locally it grades upward into a

very thick non-welded zone, which forms concave slopes above the benches.

The tuff is characterized by great local changes in thickness. Variations

from 22 feet to 120 feet have been recorded within a short distance

(< + mile) in Buckhorn Canyon. Lateral relations are obscured by cover,

but horizontal strata of ash and sand occur in place, laterally adjacent

to the thick section. The basal contact is obscure and covered at most

places. However, it is exposed along U.S. 126 on the west side of Deep
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Canyon. The contact is abruptly gradational in a vertical distance of

one to two feet with the underlying sandy, pebbly and pumiceous graded

breccia. The two units are parallel and conformable. Weathering fea-

tures include the development of rough, irregular surfaces with "popcorn"

texture, and color changes due to solution stains. The welded zone is

brownish- to olive-gray, and weathers to yellow-browns. The non-welded

zone is a variable moderate yellow-brown.

Gradational changes in texture and composition are observed in out-

crop. Collapsed black pumice produces a eutaxitic structure in the

welded zone. The intensity of welding gradually diminishes upward over

a distance of several feet, and the tuff becomes poorly indurated near

the top. Obsidian (2 mm - 6 inches) and collapsed pumice becomes more

abundant. Lithic fragments (30$), including pebbles and cobbles of black

basalt, are slightly more abundant in the welded portion.

In thin section, the tuff is highly vitroclastic with a chaotic

appearance. The matrix (40%) consists of brown glass dust, shards,

pumice, crystals, lithic fragments and iron oxides in a wide range of

sizes grading into framework grains. Incipient devitrification occurs

in the glass dust. Shards, consisting of tiny shreds of oranges and

brown pumice, are locally molded around other grains, but are not devit-

rified. The dominant pumice (25%) is pale brown, and is usually

collapsed and distorted. Subordinate pumice (5%) is highly fragmented

orange glass. Neither type is devitrified. Lithic fragments (15%),

including abundant older tuffs, andesites and basalts, range from 0.05 mm

to 3 mm, and are often highly altered to hematite. Sodic plagioclase
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Figure 8. Weathering form on ash flow tuff - 7.
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ranges up to 1.5 mm, and is often resorbed. Clinopyroxene is only

sparsely present (< i%), and is commonly associated with iron oxides.

Eight

A pink pumice lapilli tuff, unit eight, crops out along canyon walls

in the vicinity of Cline Fails. If forms convex slopes, and averages

about 14 feet in thickness. The best exposures occur just south of the

state park. The basal contact is sharp and planar, and the tuff appears

to be conformable with underlying tuffaceous sands. The weathered surface

is irregularly rounded and rough. It ranges from grayish-pink to light

brown in color, and weathers to variable darker tones. The unit is

poorly sorted, and bedding is obscure.

Vertical changes in texture and composition are distinctive. Pumice

(40-50%) grades inversely from coarse ash near the base to blocks rang-

ing up to ten inches. At six feet it grades abruptly into very fine

clasts, and the sequence is repeated. Most of the lapilli are grayish-

orange, but large clots of gray pumice occur in the coarse zones. They

often have small plagioclase phenocrysts and abundant iron oxide inclu-

sions. Lithic fragments (10%), including tuffs and andesites, are more

abundant in the fine zones, diminishing upward. They average + to one mm

in thin section, and are often highly altered to hematite. Plagioclase

(sodic?) occurs in the framework (5%) and matrix (5%), ranging from 0.25

to one mm. Hypersthene is very sparse (< 1%). The larger components

occur in a matrix (40-50%) dominated by oxidized glass dust (30%). It

also contains tiny crystals (5%), lithic fragments (5%), iron oxides (5%)
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and shards (5%). The shards (0.03 - 0.05 mm) are obscured by glass dust.

Iron oxides are alteration products of crystals, lithic fragments and

glass.

Nine

Pink vitric tuff unit nine crops out near the south end of Deep

Canyon, east of Fryrear Butte, where it forms low benches 20 feet thick.

The basal contact is not seen, but it is adjacent to younger basalt flows

of the Deschutes Formation. The tuff is moderately well-sorted, but lacks

bedding. It is dark pink in color, and weathers to a dark brown or dark

pinkish-brown.

Under the microscrope, the tuff is dominated by an ash matrix (75%)

of highly oxidized glass dust (40$), shards (25%), small crystals (5%),

and lithic fragments and iron oxides (5%). The shards are somewhat

obscured by glass dust, although they appear to retain their structures,

They average 0.05 to 0.1 mm in length, ranging up to 0.25 mm. The glass

dust and shards are both undergoing devitrification, Devitrifying, ghost-

like pumice fragments are sparsely present (5%) The pumice structure

has been destroyed, and they are difficult to recognize in thin section.

Lithic fragments, including basalt, andesite, and older tuff, total about

10%. Sodic plagioclase (10%) occurs as tiny crystals (0.05 - 0.1 mm) in

the matrix, and as larger euhedral to fragmental crystals (0.25 - 1 mm).

The chief pyroxene is subhedral hypersthene (5%), and it is altering to

hematite. Magnetite is sparsely present as an alteration product of

ferromagnesian crystals. Hematite is an oxidation product of the glassy

matrix, lithic fragments, magnetite, and hypersthene.
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Basalt Flows

Introduction

Basalt flows occur as members within the Deschutes Formation, as

plateau basalts, and as younger intracanyon flows. Basalts interbedded

with Deschutes sediments form prominent ledges on canyon walls. Some

flows are locally interbedded, but form the plateau elsewhere. The pla-

teau basalts are often covered by a thin mantle of eolian silt and sand,

and are well-exposed only at the flow margins and along canyon rims. Two

intracanyon basalts occur in Deep Canyon.

Most of the lavas form thin sheets, but others are thick and tabular,

ranging up to 200 feet. Where confined to channels, the flows are linear.

Flow tops are usually flat or slightly convex, whereas flow bottoms are

uneven, reflecting original relief. They tend to wedge out away from the

source. The contacts are sharp and distinct; although the lavas are dis--

conformable with adjacent strata, they are concordant and parallel to

them, The base of the flow is usually rough, irregular and scoriaceous.

Baking effects are generally present, but usually the out within three to

five feet from the contact.

Interbedded Basalts

Eleven basalt flows, designated one through 11, are interbedded with

sediments of the Deschutes Formation or intracanyon to them, The oldest

of these crop out along the bottoms of the Deschutes and Crooked River

Canyons. In the Crooked River Canyon, flow one forms a precipitous ledge,

80 to 100 feet thick, from a point 1+ miles west of Ogden Park, to the
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Figure 9, Interbedded basalt in section north of Steelhead Falls.
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northern boundary of the mapped area. In the Deschutes Canyon, flows 2

through 5 crop out at Steelhead Falls, Big Falls, Odin Falls, and Cline

Falls, respectively. Each is successively higher in the section. These

flows form vertical ledges ranging from 20 to 60 feet. At Odin Falls,

the overlying sediments have been stripped by erosion, and flow 4 forms

a low plateau southeast of the river. The top surface is very irregular,

and maximum thickness may exceed 100 feet. Flow 5 forms low, gravel

covered benches near Cline Falls.

Flows higher in the section form thin ledges 10 to 20 feet thick

along canyon walls, and locally become part of the plateau surface. In

Deschutes Canyon, flow 6 crops out on the east wall, 3/4 mile northeast

of Cline Falls, and extends northeast for another mile. In Deep Canyon,

flow 7 crops out 3/4 mile north of highway U.S. 126, and is exposed for

only J mile along the west wall in the NW a, NE +, NE a, sec. 3, T. 15 S.,

R. li E. Another basalt, flow 8, crops out on the plateau + mile north-

east of Holmes Ranch, directly west of the Steelhead Falls inlier. The

youngest interbedded basalt, flow 9, occurs high in the section at the

head of Buckhorn Canyon. It also forms discontinuous ledges on the east

wall of Deep Canyon, and caps ridges left as erosional remnants.

Flow 10, a non-porphyritic basalt, is the older of two intracanyon

members of the Deschutes Formation. It lies 4 mile southeast of the

present axis of Deep Canyon, extending northeast for about 2- miles from

the major bend in the channel, and is discussed in the section on geomor-

phology. The estimated thickness is 60 to 100 feet, and many of the beds

with which it was originally in contact have since been removed. Flow 11,

a porphyritic basalt, is the younger of two intracanyon flows, and forms
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the plateau southeast of Fryrear Butted It is exposed along the axis of

Deep Canyon from the major bend to the southern end of the canyon, a

distance of six to seven miles. It forms low, discontinuous benches

along the canyon bottom, reaching a maximum thickness of about 25 to 30

feet. It slopes rather constantly to the north at about 10, and field

relations southeast of Fryrear Butte indicate that it came from the south.

Most of the interbedded basalts are adjacent to Deschutes sands, but

contacts are often covered. Flow 3 is overlain locally by a flow breccia.

Flow 1 is overlain by tuff unit 1, a pink nitric tuff. Flow 4 is over-

lain by tuffaceous sands in the southwestern part of the plateau, or

locally by a thin wedge-edge of tuff unit 5, a welded tuff. To the east

it is overlain by the Crooked River basalt. Flow 9 is overlain by plateau

forming basalts. Flow 11 overlies several rock units, including a non-

porphyritic basaltic intrusive, and welded tuff units 2 and 5.

Basalt flows at the bottom of Deschutes Canyon(2 through 5), and

also flow 11, are mottled light to medium dark gray because of abundant

plagioclase phenocrysts. Other interbedded basalts are medium to dark

gray, grading to brownish-gray locally, and weather to darker tones of

grays and browns. Weathered surfaces are rough and spotted, with

irregular patches of lichen and solution stains. Vesicles become larger

and more abundant toward the top, and are often partly filled with opal.

The basalts are usually highly fractured, with irregular blocky jointing.

Microscopic textures vary considerably. Flows 2 through 5 and 11

are cumulophyric and intergranular to intersertal, whereas flows 6 through

8 and 10 are very sparsely porphyritic and distinctly pilotaxitic. Flow 1

is diktytaxitic sub-ophitic, becoming moderately porphyritic toward the
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top. Flow 9 is also diktytaxitic, but is intergranular to intersertal,

and only sparsely porphyritic.

Labradorite phenocrysts range from 0.2 to 4 mm in length, and up to

An68 in composition. They are larger and more abundant (25-35%) in the

cumulophyric flows, less abundant in flows 6 through 9 (1-5%), and lack-

ing in flow 10. Most crystals are euhedral, but resorption cavities and

corroded borders occur on some of them. Normal zoning is especially dis-

tinct on crystals that lack twinning. The phenocrysts are occasionally

replaced by trains of magnetite and irregular blebs of glass along twin

and cleavage planes. Small, isolated crystals corresponding to ground-

mass components, and irregular patches of other minute crystals,

including apatite, occur as inclusions. In flow 4, phenocrysts occur in

two sizes: as stubby, euhedral laths, 0.2 to 0.5 mm (25-3Q); and also

as larger, highly corroded crystals (5-10$).

Slender groundmass laths of sodic labradorite are smaller (0.05 to

0.1 mm) and less abundant in flows 2 through 5. They become more abun-

dant in the other basalts, and comprise 700 of specimens from flow 8.

The largest laths (0.2 to 0.5 mm) occur in flows 1, 9, and 11.

Clinopyroxene occurs predominantly as equant, intergranular anhedra

(15-3c), averaging 0.02 to 0.05 mm in the fine-grained basalts (flows 6

through 8 and 10), and 0.05 to 0.1 mm in the others. It also occurs as

subhedral microphenocrysts (< 2%) from 0.2 to 0.5 mm in flows 2 and 4.

They are subordinate to intergranular pyroxene. Many of the incipient

crystallites of the glassy matrix may also be pyroxene. Anhedral,

sub-ophitic plates (0.2 to 1 mm) are dominant in flow 1. The 2V is

approximately 500 to 600 (augite).
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Table 5. Modes, basalt flows of the Deschutes Formation

Plagioclase
PyrSample Phenocrysts Groundmass°xene

*
Olivine* Iron oxide **Glass

188 50.2 19.4 20.6 9.6

283 40.4 28.0 23.2 8.4

256 54.8 17.2 9.6 9.6 8.8

142 37.6 26.4 22.4 0.8 7.2 5.6

250 27.6 31.6 21.6 1.2 7.6 10.4

263 23.2 22.0 4.8 2.4 8.0 39.61

216 20,8 24.8 17.6 5.6 11.2 20.0

198 44.8 19.2 10.4 25.6

246 2.8 40.4 2.4 0.8 16.4 36.02

305 4.8 48.4 22,0 1.6 13.6 9.6

* Olivine plus iddingsite

** Glass plus incipient crystals of plagioclase and ferromagnesian minerals

1
glass, 11.2%; incipient crystals, 28.4%

2 incipient crystals, 36.0%

Samples

188 diktytaxitic olivine basalt of the plateau-forming Terrebonne flow
283 diktytaxitic olivine basalt of interbedded basalt flow one
256 diktytaxitic olivine basalt of interbedded basalt flow nine
142 porphyritic plateau basalt, east rim Buckhorn Canyon
250 porphyritic interbedded basalt flow two
263 porphyritic interbedded basalt flow four
216 porphyritic interbedded basalt flow eleven (intracanyon)
198 non-porphyritic plateau basalt , NW +, sec. 14, T. 14 S., R. 12 E.
246 sparsely porphyritic plateau basalt, southwest of Holmes Canyon
305 sparsely porphyritic interbedded basalt flow eight
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Olivine is most abundant (10-2C$) in flows 1, 5, 6, and 9. It is

rather sparse (2-5%) elsewhere, and is not present in flow 10. It occurs

as subhedral microphenocrysts (0.2 to 0.5 mm), and as anhedral inter-

granular crystals (0.05 to 0.2 mm), usually altering to iddingsite along

margins and fractures. In flow 9, iddingsite occurs in the core,

indicating reverse zoning.

Magnetite (5-15%) generally occurs as evenly disseminated, irregular

to euhedral crystals, from 0.02 to 0.1 mm. Bizarre skeletal crystals, up

to 0.5 mm long, occur in a few specimens. Magnetite and hematite occa-

sionally form finely divided alteration products of ferromagnesian

minerals, and hematite sometimes occurs as irregular, localized patches

of oxidized glass.

Small, interstitial patches of brownish-black glass range from 5 to

20%, but are lacking in flows 1, 5 and 6. The patches are often ill-

defined because of incipient crystallization. Incipiently crystallizing

minerals, consisting of colorless and very feebly polarizing, shapeless

anhedra, total up to 15%. In flow 8, orange glass (is) and opal (i%) are

also present locally.

Plateau Basalts

Extensive, plateau-forming basalts cap the older rocks of the

Deschutes Formation. Those lying northeast of the Deschutes and Crooked

Rivers were extruded from vents in that region. Others lie east of the

Deschutes River, and cap plateaus at Terrebonne and Redmond. The dissec-

ted plateau southwest of the Deschutes River is underlain by several

basalts extruded from vents in that region. Erosional remnants cap
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isolated mesas between the Deschutes River and Terrebonne.

The northeast plateau is capped by a single basalt flow at most

places, but three or more flows cap the east wall of the Deschutes Canyon

near Steelhead Fails. They vary from 8 to 54 feet in the area between

the two rivers. The top surface is generally flat and even, but the base

is uneven with local relief of at least 10 feet. Northeast of the

Crooked River, the basalt is 200 feet thick. It has a remarkably even

base, and is locally underlain by a flow breccia.

Lavas at Terrebonne and Redmond are similar in appearance and lith-

ology to interbedded flows 1 and 9, and to the Crooked River basalt.

They are referred to as the Terrebonne flow of the Deschutes Formation.

From Terrebonne, the plateau slopes very gently to the northwest for

about five miles in a curving are. The northeastern edge of the plateau

formed the southwestern rim of the Crooked River Canyon before it was

filled by the Crooked River basalt. The thickness generally ranges

from 10 to 20 feet. At Terrebonne, it overlies Deschutes sands, but to

the north it overlies fine-grained basalt. About two miles east of

Tetherow Butte, Terrebonne lavas are overlain by the Crooked River basalt.

North of Redmond they are incised by the Redmond Channel, now filled by a

narrow tongue of Crooked River basalt, but to the south they become

indistinguishable from that flow. West of the channel, Terrebonne lavas

cover most of the eastern lobe of the Tetherow mudflow breccia. The

lower plateau west of Terrebonne is underlain by older basalts which are

similar to other non-porphyritic basalts.

Several plateau-forming basalts occur southwest of the Deschutes

River. Each flow is overlapped by successively younger flows to the
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south. The youngest flow has the greatest relief, and its thickness may

exceed 100 feet locally. The lavas become thinner to the north, and are

locally less than ten feet thick, especially toward the northeast end of

the long ridges.

Porphyritic basalts are distinguished from other lavas on the south-

west plateau on the basis of field relations and lithologic characteris-

tics, and are mapped separately. Extensive flows of porphyritic basalt

cap the long ridge east of Squaw Creek Canyon for a distance of about

12 miles. The top surface is distinctly convex, and slopes constantly to

the northeast at about 10. The thickness is quite variable, but probably

averages about 40 to 60 feet. South of Holmes Canyon, the basalt is

underlain by dense, finely crystalline, sparsely porphyritic lavas.

Porphyritic basalts extend from the plateau into Deep Canyon, and they

also form a prominent mound on the west flank of Cline Buttes in the

SE 1, see. 19, T. 15 S., R. 12 E. It is distinctly convex, with a relief

of over 300 feet. Other porphyritic basalts crop out one mile west of

Cline Falls and extend southwest 14 miles. The surface is very irregular

and knobby, with a relief of about 150 feet. They also extend for 61

miles along the rim east of Buckhorn Canyon. The basalt is 25 feet thick

where Buckhorn road intersects the rim. It slopes imperceptibly to the

northeast, and thins in that direction.

Minor exposures of flow breccia are locally associated with plateau

and interbedded basalts, occuring at the base or just above the flow,

They consist of a chaotic jumble of very rough, highly scoriaceous basalt

blocks in a subordinate matrix of similar but smaller fragments. In an

upper breccia, the amount of matrix increases upward, and contains pumice
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and lithic pebbles in a finer, grayish-orange submatrix. In a basal

breccia, an irregular, undulating band of basaltic flow material, one to

three feet thick, is present from 5 to 15 feet above the base. The

breccia fragments above the band are finer and more scoriaceous.

Weathering characteristics and rock colors are similar to the inter-

bedded basalts. The nature of the jointing varies with the thickness.

Most of the thin flows have very irregular blocky jointing, with platy

jointing developed locally. Columnar jointing occurs in thicker flows.

The thick basalt northeast of the Crooked River is characterized by

spectacular, well-developed joint structure. Thick columns, about 40

feet long, occur near the top. Long, slender columns, about 80 to 100

feet, radiate down from evenly spaced centers at the juncture with the

coarse columns, forming laterally overlapping fans. About 15 to 20 feet

above the base, they break down into a zone of distinctive spheroidal

weathering.

Plateau-forming basalts are similar to the interbedded flows of the

Deschutes Formation in texture and composition. The Terrebonne flow is

similar to interbedded flow 1; it is diktytaxitic ophitic, sparsely

porphyritic, and has abundant olivine (15-200). Plagioclase laths are

slightly longer and more abundant in the Terrebonne basalt (45-5C%), but

phenocrysts are less abundant (< 5%). Clinopyroxene (25%) occurs as

large anhedral plates.

The porphyritic basalts are similar to interbedded flows 2 through

5, and also flow 11. They are cumulophyric, intergranular to intersertal,

have abundant labradorite phenocrysts (30-35%), and are relatively poor

in olivine (3-5%). Porphyritic basalts on the west flank of Cline Buttes
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are ophitic; those along Buckhorn Canyon have stubby laths of groundmass

plagioclase instead of slender laths common to other basalts.

The dominant plateau basalts are finely crystalline, and similar to

the fine-grained interbedded flows 6 through 8 and 10. Several basalts

have small, sparsely disseminated phenocrysts, but others are non-

porphyritic. Many of the basalts are pilotaxitic and intergranular to

intersertal. Hyalopilitic and hyalophitic textures occur in some of the

more glassy basalts. Some of the older basalts southwest of the Deschutes

River are microdiktytaxitic.

Calcic labradorite phenocrysts average 0.2 to 0.5 mm in the fine-

grained basalts. They generally total 2 to 5%, becoming more abundant

locally, and are absent elsewhere, They are especially common (10-15%)

in a basalt capping the east rim of Deschutes Canyon, about one to two

miles northeast of Cline Falls. Groundmass laths (503) range up to

0.2 mm in length, but are generally shorter in non-porphyritic samples.

In the thick flow northeast of the Crooked River, plagioclase laths (15%)

averaging 0.2 to 0.5 mm in length, occur in a hyalopilitic groundmass

with abundant microlitic laths (25%).

Clinopyroxene (15-25%) is similar to that in the interbedded basalts.

Microphenocrysts are subordinate to intergranular anhedra. Anhedral

ferromagnesian microlites total 30% in the thick flow northeast of the

Crooked River. Olivine (0-5%) becomes more abundant in an older basalt

(10%) which caps the north end of the ridge east of Holmes Canyon. Iron

oxides (5-15%) and glass (2-30%) are always present. Vesicles, filled

with a greenish-brown (chlorophaeite?) mineral (10',) with epherulitic

extinction, occur in basalts on the northeast plateau.
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Or gin

The occurence of numerous vent sites in the study area indicates

that most of the younger basalts were erupted from fissures within the

basin. Extrusion sites are reflected by cinder and lava mounds, some of

which are aligned along fissures, and by basaltic intrusives. Many of

the older basalts were probably extruded within the basin also. This is

indicated by buried cinders, by localized agglomeratie bodies, by dikes,

and by the localized nature of individual flows. Sources for the

Terrebonne basalt have not been located in the study area.

Basalt intrusions are locally present in the mapped area, and are

possibly feeder-dikes to the other flows. One dike crops out for about

two miles near highway U.S. 126 in Deep Canyon. Another crops out east

of the Deschutes River for a distance of about 1000 feet along the north-

eastern edge of a small, secluded basin, two miles north of Odin Falls.

It is vertical, and strikes N. 30-35° W. Dikes also occur at either end

of Steamboat Rock, a prominent, basalt-capped linear exposure 1+ miles

east of Lower Bridge. A concordant basalt crops out - mile east of Lower

Bridge, and is discontinuously exposed along the Deschutes River for

about two miles upstream. Irregularly spaced vertical protrusions, with

a maximum relief of about 80 feet, may be apophyses related to this body.

The intrusives are similar to other fine-grained basalts in lithology.

They are predominantly pilotaxitic and non-porphyritic. Slender labra-

dorite laths (50-60-), clin.o-pyroxene (20%), iron oxides (5-15%), and

glass (10-2c$) are present in all of them. Olivine (< 1%) is also

present, but is very sparse.

Cinder cones are discussed in the section on geomorphology.
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Figure 10. Volcanic bomb in vent breccia.
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Diatomite

Prominent deposits of diatomaceous earth are exposed at Lower Bridge,

six miles west of Terrebonne. The principal deposit crops out over an

area of about one square mile, and has been strip mined, Most of the

commercial diatomite has been removed, and the mine has been discontinued.

Because of exposures in this vicinity, the unit will be referred to in

this report as the Lower Bridge diatomite member of the Deschutes Forma-

tion. Numerous small exposures are located about 11 miles north and

northwest of Lower Bridge. These deposits lie on the slopes of small

knolls, and are overlain by several feet of sandy, gravelly overburden.

The diatomite at Lower Bridge, which was originally covered by an

overburden of sand and tuff averaging about 11 feet in thickness (Boyle,

1921), has been exposed by mining operations, stream action, and road

cuts. The deposits are flat and tabular in shape. According to Boyle,

the original thickness was about 40 feet. It was quite uniform in

thickness, becoming slightly thinner to the southwest. Along the grade

northeast of Lower Bridge, diatomite beds have a maximum thickness of

20 feet. Deposits at other localities are quite patchy and very thin.

In most places, the contact with underlying units is covered, or

obscured by mining activities. Where exposed, it is sharp, even, and

concordant with adjacent strata. Local surficial irregularities on the

underlying beds suggest that erosion did occur prior to deposition of

the diatomite. Small channels in the upper surface indicate erosion

prior to deposition of the overburden. Northeast. of Lower Bridge, the

contact with the overlying Crooked River basalt is sharp and very

irregular.
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The unit is laminated to very thin bedded, with bedding becoming

most distinct near the base. Bedding planes are concordant and horizon-

tal, and are distinguished by the orientation of plant fragments, color

differences, and possibly composition. The diatomite has good cohesive

properties, but is extremely soft and powdery. It is white to very pale

orange in color.

Apertures resembling burrows range from 1 mm to 1 cm in diameter,

and may be as long as six inches, Plant remains often occur within the

cavity. On outcrop, plant fragments are common along bedding planes, and

total about 5 to 10%. It is possible that most of the apertures repre-

sent impressions remaining from the decomposition of plant fragments.

Under the microscope, highly fragmented diatoms dominate the

composition (90%). Circular, oval, crescent and rod-shaped forms.seem

to be set in a delicate, crypto-fragmental matrix. Long, slender fibers,

possibly plant fragments, are locally common. Sand-size grains of dark

gray carbonaceous material, from 0.2 to 0.5 mm, make up 2 to 3'i of the

rock. Unidentified grains of sand, silt and clay are also present in

very limited amounts. Sand appears to be present only in very small,

isolated, irregular patches, and is insignificant to the total composi-

tion. Birefringent grains of clay or silt are fairly evenly disseminated

in amounts up to 1%.

The age of the diatomite is difficult to determine because of the

isolated nature of the depositional basins, and must be based on strati-

graphic position, Williams (1957) considered these deposits to be Recent.

However, they underlie the Crooked River basalt, as well as several feet

of Deschutes overburden. Stearns (1930), assigned the diatomite to the
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upper part of the Deschutes Formation. It is probably late Pliocene to

early Pleistocene in age. The diatomite was probably formed in a small

protected or spring-fed pond, at a time when the climate was colder and

more humid.

Age and Correlation

The age of the Deschutes Formation is based on stratigraphic position,

paleontological evidence, and radiometric age dating. It is younger than

Clarno and John Day rocks, which it overlies within the basin, and it is

also younger than the Columbia River Basalt, which it overlies near Warm

Springs (Hodge, 1940; Waters, 1968). However, it underlies the Crooked

River basalt, and thus is older than that flow. This position brackets

its age from late Miocene to late Pleistocene.

Plant fragments were collected from the Deschutes Formation on the

Vanora Grade, 9.7 miles northwest of Madras, and described by Chaney

(1938), who assigned an early to middle Pliocene age to the formation.

Horse teeth, collected from beds near Gateway, were studied by Downs

(1956), who considered them as part of the Mascall fauna. Hodge inclu-

ded these rocks in the Madras Formation (1940), but the relation of the

beds from which the teeth were taken to the Deschutes Formation farther

south is rather obscure. Evernden and James (1964) reported K/A dates

of 4.3 and 5.3 million years from tuffs containing fossil leaves on the

Vanora Grade northwest of Madras. This agrees with the middle Pliocene

age reported by Chaney (1944, 1959) on the basis of flora.

The Deschutes strata have not been deformed, and thus are probably

not older than early Pliocene. However, the presence of Mascall fauna
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near Gateway indicates that some of the older beds farther north may be

late Miocene. Evidence of a long period of erosion prior to the extru-

sion of Crooked River basalts indicates that the youngest beds may not be

much younger than late Pliocene or early Pleistocene. Consideration of

the evidence leads to the tentative conclusion that the Deschutes Forma-

tion of the middle Deschutes basin is early Pliocene to early Pleistocene

in age.

Several lines of evidence indicate that the Deschutes Formation

correlates with the Rattlesnake Formation of the John Day Basin. They

have a similar stratigraphic position, a similar lithology, and a similar

fauna and flora. A K/A date of 6.4 million years reported for the

Rattlesnake by Evernden and James (1964) supports the correlation.

Several other formations in north-central Oregon may correlate in

part with the Deschutes Formation. The Dalles Formation was determined

by Chaney (1944) to be early Pliocene. Newcomb (1966) distinguished an

early Pliocene volcanic facies near the Dalles, which interfingers with

a middle Pliocene sedimentary facies to the east. He favors an early and

middle (?) Pliocene age for the Dalles Formation. The Troutdale Forma-

tion, exposed east of Portland, has been assigned Pliocene ages by

various authors including Hodge (1938) and Chaney (1944). Trimble (1963)

restricted the term to sandstone and conglomerate overlying his "Sandy

River mudstone" from which Chaney's early Pliocene leaves were taken.

Flora low in the section of the restricted formation also yielded early

Pliocene dates. The Ellensburg Formation of central Washington was

correlated by Chaney (1944) with the Dalles and Troutdale Formations,

On the basis of stratigraphic position and fossil evidence, Smiley (1963)
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assigned a late Miocene - early Pliocene age to the Ellensburg, which is

partly confirmed by the 10.1 million year age reported by Evernden and

James (1964).

On the basis of this evidence, there seems to be no doubt that the

Deschutes Formation correlates directly with the Rattlesnake Formation.

It may also be that older Deschutes strata correlate with younger members

of the Dalles, Troutdale and Ellensburg Formations. However, when con-

sidered in their entirety, these formations are probably slightly older

than the Deschutes Formation.
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CROOKED RIVER BASALT

Introduction

The youngest rock unit in the study area, except for Quaternary

unconsolidated deposits, is an extensive olivine basalt flow covering

the plateau in the southeastern part of the area, and lying within the

canyons in the northern part of the area. Prior canyon excavation

indicates that it is separated from the Deschutes Formation by a con-

siderable time span. It is lithologically homogeneous, and is here

considered to be a formation. A formal stratigraphic name has not been

proposed for this unit. Stearns (1930), Hodge (1940), and others have

referred to this flow as the "Intracanyon Basalt". Williams (1957)

referred to it as the "Quaternary Younger Basalt". The term "Intracanyon

Basalt" is not satisfactory for two major reasons: (1) the unit is not

everywhere intracanyon; it is most extensively exposed as a plateau-

former; (2) other rock units within the study area, differing from this

unit in lithology and age, also occur as intracanyon fillings. The term

"Quaternary Younger Basalt" is better. However, there are several

plateau-capping lavas in the study area. Many or all of these may be

Quaternary, and the age relations between non-adjacent flows is obscure.

The term may also be confusing when considered in relation to younger

flows in the nearby Cascades, on the high desert to the southeast, or to

still more recent flows south of Bend. Because of excellent exposures in

the Crooked River Canyon, this unit will be informally referred to in

this report as the Crooked River basalt. The best exposures occur at the

Cove State Park, eight miles north of the study area, and at the Crooked
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River Gorge in Peter Skene Ogden Park, 2, miles north of Terrebonne.

Distribution and Exposure

The Crooked River basalt is widely distributed on the plateau and

within canyons in the eastern portion of the study area. It occurs as

flat-topped intracanyon benches in the Crooked River Canyon from Smith

Rock to the Cove, and in the Deschutes River Canyon from Big Falls to

the Cove. The benches are discontinuous erosional remnants, lying at

concordant levels on either side of the canyon. The width of the benches

ranges from 1/8 mile to 14 miles, but averages about- mile in the

Deschutes Canyon, and 4- mile in the Crooked River Canyon. Exposures con-

tinue north from the Cove for an undetermined distance. The flow is also

exposed in tributary canyons. Southwest of Lower Bridge, a tongue extends

about 2+ miles up Deep Creek. Another tongue extends into Osborne Canyon

south of Opal City.

Plateaus underlain by the Crooked River basalt occur in two separate

geographic areas. One area lies west and northwest of Tetherow Butte,

and will be referred to as the lower central plateau. The other area

lies roughly southeast of a line between Cline Falls and Tetherow Butte.

It is generally 200 to 250 feet higher in elevation than the lower cen-

tral plateau, and is referred to here as the southeastern plateau.

North-flowing lavas, extruded from sources south of the mapped area,

split near Forked Horn Butte on the southeastern plateau. A minor por-

tion flowed around the west side in a belt about --mile wide, and then

spread out over the plateau toward Cline Falls. Two tongues continued

down old valleys to the lower central plateau. One tongue extends north
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for about 11 miles along Helmholtz Canyon. The other tongue lies in a

valley + mile west of Helmholtz Canyon. The major portion of the lava

flowed northeast in a band about six miles wide between Redmond and

Powell Butte. It entered the Crooked River Canyon between Smith Rock

and O'Neil, and then flowed on down the canyon a distance of 25 to 30

miles, Some of the lava from the eastern lobe spilled into a previously

cut channel on the southwest side of Redmond. This tongue continued to

flow down the channel (referred to here as the Redmond Channel) to the

lower central plateau at the west end of Tetherow Butte, where it

coalesced with tongues extending north from the western lobe. These

flows covered the lower central plateau over an area two to three miles

wide and four to five miles north-south between Tetherow Butte and the

Deschutes River, and then split into three lobes once again. One lobe

continued north from the plateau to the Crooked River Canyon, where it

rejoined the Crooked River flow at a point about one mile west of Ogden

Park. A second lobe continued northwest for about three miles, termina-

ting about one mile southeast of Steelhead Falls. The third lobe flowed

down the Deschutes Canyon.

The Crooked River lavas are well-exposed. Local accumulations of

wind-blown debris collect in surface depressions. Road cuts and tension

fractures on pressure ridges reveal the nature of surface structures.

Stream cuts reveal sections of the flow. The best exposures occur in the

Crooked River Canyon; exposures in the Deschutes Canyon are thinner and

discontinuous.
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Figure 11. Intracanyon bench capped by Crooked River basalt near Steel-
head Falls inlier; note undulating base of the basalt flow.
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Shape and Thickness

The Crooked River lavas assume a blanket-like shape on the plateaus.

They become wedge-shaped where they lie against old talus slopes within

the canyons. In a general sense, this unit has a flat top, modified by

primary structures, and an undulating, uneven bottom, which reflects the

original relief.

The thickness of the Crooked River flow varies considerably. It is

locally less than ten feet thick on the plateau. The greatest known

thickness is at the Cove, eight miles north of the study area, where a

huge mass of basalt, about 600 feet thick, lies between the Deschutes and

Crooked Rivers. The unit is also very thick in the Crooked River Gorge,

where flows have accumulated to a thickness of about 350 feet. However,

the basalt is characterized by rapid lateral changes in thickness which

are primarily due to original relief.

Contacts

The Crooked River basalt lies unconformably on older rocks of the

Deschutes Formation. Along the northeastern edge of the area, it lies

with angular unconformity directly on the Clarno and John Day Formations.

The flow is generally parallel to the horizontal Deschutes strata. In

some places, the concordance of the flow with the underlying beds

presents the appearance of a conformable sequence. Discordance is ob-

served where it occurs as a thick, wedge-shaped fill lying against old

canyon walls. The basal contact is sharp and distinct, with very little

baking. It is generally undulating, and modified by local topographic
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irregularities due to original relief. The erosional nature of the

contact is disclosed by these irregularities, and by the striking rela-

tion of the flow to the old canyons.

Lithology and Petrography

The Crooked River basalt is a finely porous, fine - to medium-

grained olivine basalt. It is medium gray with a very faint bluish cast,

and weathers to a dark gray or a dark brownish-gray. Large, spherical

vesicles are common near the top and bottom of the flow. Many of the

vesicles contain secondary minerals, some of which are probably opal.

Columnar jointing is well developed in the thick sections. Several

tiers of joints are commonly present, each possessing a different joint

structure. Thick, well-formed hexagonal columns about two to four feet

in diameter, occur in tiers of varying thicknesses near the top or closer

to the base of the flow, They probably correspond to the colannade of

Tomkeieff (1940). Long, slender columns, about six inches in diameter,

and averaging 30 to 40 feet in length, generally occur in the upper

central part of the section. These columns correspond to the entablature

of Tomkeieff. Columns are typically arranged in patterns uniformly

normal to the surface, inclined to the surface, or locally radial. Where

radial joint sets are present, they tend to occur as a group of laterally

adjoining fans radiating downward from points several tens of feet below

the surface. In some cases, the columns are poorly developed, with

cross-joints forming irregular, blocky patterns.

The diktytaxitic texture of the Crooked River basalt is quite

distinctive. Sub-ophitic and intergranular textures are also present.
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The basalt is essentially non-porphyritic to sparsely porphyritic, and is

holocrystalline. Fresh, euhedral plagioclase laths (An64) average 0.25

to 0.5 mm in length, and predominantly occur in random orientation. The

laths (55%) are often poorly terminated due to mutual interference. A

few anhedral crystals with corroded edges appear to be of an earlier

generation. Augite (20%) occurs as pale brown to grayish-brown inter-

granular to sub-ophitic crystals. They range from 0.5 to 0.25 mm in

diameter, and average 0.1 mm. Olivine crystals (10-15%) range from 0.05

to 0.75 mm, and average about 0.1 mm. Subhedral microphenocrysts often

occur in clusters, whereas the smaller anhedral crystals are intergranu-

lar. Black opaque iron oxides (5%) occur as euhedral, irregular, or

skeletal intergranular crystals, and also as very finely crystalline

masses.

Origin

The north-sloping surface of the Crooked River lavas indicates that

the source lies to the south of the study area. Williams (1957) sug-

gested that some of these flows came from vents near the north base of

Newberry, and that others originated from vents close to Tetherow Butte.

However, the present investigation indicates that flows originating from

Tetherow Butte differ in lithology and are older than the Crooked River

flows. It is believed that all of the separate flows, lobes and tongues

within the study area were part of one large, north-flowing stream of

lava. Although this unit has not been traced farther south, Williams'

suggestion of the Newberry region as a source area is quite possible. It
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seems likely that such a large volume of lava was extruded from a series

of multiple vents, possibly aligned along fissures.

Correlation and Age

The Crooked River basalt is younger than any adjacent rock unit in

the study area. According to Williams (1957), it is younger than the

recent pumice flows near Tumalo, and is Recent. The fresh appearance of

the flows and the preservation of original surface features supports this

suggestion. However, the Crooked River has cut through 600 feet of this

basalt at the Cove. It is difficult to imagine this being accomplished in

a few thousand years. Therefore, this formation is tentatively considered

to be late Pleistocene in age. On the basis of stratigraphic position

and lithologic similarity, this unit correlates with olivine basalt lavas

of the High Cascades (Peck, et al, 1964). It may also be correlative

with flows underlying the High Lava Plains of southeastern Oregon.

Williams (1957) includes these flows with the Youngest Basalts of the

High Cascades and Bend region,
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QUATERNARY UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS

The most extensive deposits of alluvium occur along the abandoned

drainage channels northwest of Redmond, where they floor Helmholtz Canyon,

parts of the Redmond Channel, and the prominent channel east of Tetherow

Butte. Other alluvial deposits occur one mile northeast of Ogden Park,

and 4- mile east of Coyote Butte, both along the Crooked River. Elsewhere,

alluvial deposits fill the central basin in the Steelhead Falls inlier,

and also the low basin southeast of Fryrear Butte. On the low plateau

southwest of Odin Falls, interbedded flow four is locally covered

by gravelly channel deposits. Another gravel deposit occupies the low

area between the Tetherow mudflow breccia and the ridge-capping basalt,

I mile east of Tetherow Bridge. Alluvial fill occurs in channel bottoms

of several tributary canyons including Buckhorn, Deep, McKenzie and

Holmes. Minor deposits form thin, localized patches near Lower Bridge,

and also adjacent to a prominent dike, two miles north of Odin Falls.

Landslides are present northeast of Ogden Park in Crooked River

Canyon. Small wedges of sediments, with or without capping lavas, have

broken away from the canyon wall and slipped 40 to 100 feet downslope.

These occur in the SW 1, NW 1, see. 34, T. 13 S., R. 12 E.; in the NW 1,

sec. 22, T. 14 S., R. 12 E.; and in the SE -, sec. 3, T. 15 S., R. 11 E.

Unconsolidated ashy sediments occur in two protected pockets on the

Crooked River basalt, lying between the Deschutes River and the northern

Tetherow Butte. One deposit extends for about I mile in the NW -, sec.

24, T. 14 S., R. 12 E., and the other lies 3/4 mile directly north.
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STRUCTURE

Major Structural Features

The Deschutes Formation is quite young, and remains essentially

undisturbed. Most of these beds are horizontal, or very gently inclined

toward the depositional basins and channels which they fill. Lava-

covered plateau surfaces in the southern and central portions of the study

area are gently inclined about 10 to the north and northeast. Local

deviations correspond to the primary slopes of the older surface, and to

the boundaries of individual flows. ,Younger intracanyon bench-capping

lavas generally dip 10 in the downstream direction. The primary inclina-

tion of these flows is also dependent on the changing slope of the pre-

existing surface. Attitudes of individual beds within the Deschutes

Formation vary according to the original slope of deposition at any

particular locality. The sedimentary strata display a greater variation

of primary slopes than do the lava flows. Steeper, radial dips occur in

volcanic rocks around vents.

In the southwestern part of the study area, a series of normal

faults trend N. 25° to 35° W. A group of cinder cones located six to

eight miles to the northeast have a similar trend. Several tributaries

on the west side of the Deschutes River display a parallel alignment

trending N. 30° to 40° E.

Major unconformities in the sequence include the Clarno-John Day

angular unconformity, the John Day-Deschutes angular unconformity, and

the Deschutes-Crooked River basalt erosional unconformity. Clarno and
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John Day rocks northeast of the Crooked River have been faulted and

folded into a northeast-trending anticline.

Pre-Deschutes Structure

The Deschutes Formation rests on earlier Tertiary beds, mostly of

volcanic origin, that have been deformed and deeply eroded. At least two

major episodes of deformation are recorded in the older rocks. The

earliest deformation is represented by the angular unconformity between

the Clarno and John Day Formations. Later deformation is revealed by

folded John Day beds, and the unconformity at the base of the overlying

Columbia River Basalt.

As a result of the latest episode of pre-Deschutes deformation, the

Clarno and John Day beds were folded into a northeast-trending assymetri-

cal anticline. This is part of the structure referred to by Hodge as the

Hay Creek anticline (1942), and may be an extension of the Blue Mountain

anticline (Swanson and Robinson, 1968). According to Taylor (1960), the

latest deformation only served to accentuate previous folds. Northeast

of the Crooked River, beds at Juniper Butte and Haystack Butte form dip

slopes of 5° to 20° on the northwest limb of the anticline. Thick beds

at Coyote Butte and Smith Rocks dip to the southeast at angles ranging

up to 30°. However, these may be primary dips due to volcanic processes.

Subsequent erosion has breached the anticline, revealing older Clarno

rocks at Trail Crossing.
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Faults

Although Deschutes strata have not been extensively deformed, small

normal faults are fairly common. The trends of these faults are vari-

able, and displacements are usually less than ten feet. Most of these

faults are probably due to adjustment of strata to an uneven primary

surface in response to gravity. In some cases, they may also be related

to slumping of sediments along the canyon walls. Because of their small

scale, and their local, inconsequential nature, they were not mapped.

A series of larger normal faults, trending N. 25° to 350 W., is

present in the southwestern part of the study area. Because of sub-

parallel alignment, they appear to be genetically related. Displacements

are vertical to near vertical, and range from 5 to 50 feet. Most of

these faults can be traced for several miles within the study area, and

several continue on for an undetermined distance. The faults are spaced

at 4- mile intervals, but locally may be up to one mile apart.

A single normal fault, trending N. 15° E., was mapped in the NE it

sec. 15, T. 14 S., R. 12 E., approximately one mile east of Lower Bridge.

Here, a welded tuff is exposed on both sides of the river as a thin,

resistant bed. It has been faulted, with the east side being downdropped

about 20 feet. This fault appears to be local, and no extensions of it

have been found.

Alignment of Cinder Cones

Tetherow Butte is a prominent group of cinder cones located in

T. 14 S., R. 13 E., two miles north of Redmond and one mile southwest of

Terrebonne. They are part of a series of cones aligned along a direction
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Figure 12. Offset on ash flow tuff - 5 along normal fault; ash flow

tuff - 2 exposed near base of section on the right (upthrown)
side of fault.
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trending N. 350
W. This series includes another single cone one mile

northwest of Tetherow Butte, and a group of three unnamed vents six miles

to the northwest. This alignment extends for about ten miles, and is

parallel to the major fault swarm in the southwestern part of the area.

The cones probably lie along a concealed fissure.

On the northeast side of the Crooked River Canyon, low cinder and

lava mounds trend N. 400 W. The axis of the canyon also follows this

trend from the SW 1, sec. 24, T. 13 S., R. 12 E., to the N 4- , sec. 4,

T. 13 S., R. 12 E., a distance of about six miles. It is possible,

therefore, that a northwest trending fault was important in the develop-

ment of the canyon in this area. The axis of the Deschutes Canyon is only

locally parallel to this major trend. Such alignment occurs in the

vicinity of Odin Falls, and north of Steelhead Falls.

Alignment of Tributary Canyons

Another major trend, which may be structural in origin, involves the

parallel alignment of tributary canyons west of the Deschutes River. The

trend of these canyons ranges from N. 30° to 40° E., with local devia-

tions. Adjacent canyon axes are about one mile apart. The alignment

of canyons may be fault controlled, or it may reflect a consequent drain-

age system. In some cases, the canyon axes are aligned with cinder and

lava mounds northeast of the Crooked River, or with cinder cones farther

to the southwest. It should also be noted that the axis of Squaw Creek

Canyon, northwest of the study area, is aligned with the axis of the

Crooked River Canyon north of Opal Springs along a N. 30° E. direction.
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The angle between the trend of these tributary canyons and that of the

fault swarm ranges from 55
0

to and averages 65°.

Unconformities

The Clarno-John Day and John Day-Deschutes contacts are major angular

unconformities, but they are poorly exposed. However, the Deschutes

Formation lies directly on Clarno rocks at several localities. This

contact is best exposed in the NE 4, NE -, sec. 4, T. 14 S., R. 12 E.

At this point, horizontal Deschutes sediments abut against the steeply

sloping surface of the Clarno inlier. The angles of this slope range

from 450 to 60°. Bedding is not displayed in the older rocks, and

attitudes have not been determined, but the surface may be primary.

Deschutes deposits wedge out abruptly from the base upward. Near the top

of the sequence, Deschutes strata have primary dips ranging up to 230.

This unconformity is also well-exposed in the north-central part of the

SW -, sec. 8, T. 14 S., R. 12 E., where an old stream has cut through

Deschutes beds on the south side of the inlier to reveal the contact.

Here the surface of the ancient hill slopes 60° to the east, and 30° to

the west. Deschutes sediments, capped by a welded tuff, have nearly

buried the older rocks. The welded tuff surface slopes away from the

crown of the hill at angles up to 4°.

Within the Deschutes Formation, local discontinuities are common at

nearly every horizon. Numerous cut-and-fill structures, surficial

irregularities, primary dips, and local changes in thickness indicate

short periods of local erosion. These features are well-exposed at

several localities along the canyon walls.
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The younger intracanyon basalts are separated from the Deschutes

rocks by a striking erosional unconformity. Exposed contacts between the

intracanyon benches and the older canyon'walls reveal that the Deschutes

Formation was deeply incised prior to the extrusion of the younger lavas.

This relation is best seen at the terminations of the benches. Along

the outer edges of the benches, the contact is locally exposed. It is
generally irregular and undulating, with variable relief. Occasional

erosional channels have been filled by the overlying lavas.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY

Introduction

The landforms of the middle Deschutes Basin are chiefly the result

of fluvial erosion of a volcanic terrain. During Pliocene (?) time, the

basin was filled with sedimentary products, pyroclastic debris, and lava

flows, much of which was derived from the Cascade volcanoes to the west.

Extensive, plateau-forming lavas were extruded from cones and fissures

within the basin. North-flowing streams later carved deep canyons in

this deposit. These canyons were modified by younger lava flows,

subsequent erosion and normal faulting.

Pre-Deschutes Surface

Most of the pre-Deschutes surface is buried under younger deposits.

A few inliers of older rock, and excellent exposures of Clarno and John

Day beds northeast of the Crooked River, indicate that the pre-existing

landscape was one of irregular and varied relief, with locally rugged and

precipitous slopes. The older rocks were folded and eroded prior to

deposition of Deschutes beds. However, some of the steep slopes on this

surface may be due to volcanic processes. Williams (1957) has postulated

that Cline Buttes and the inlier at Steelhead Falls are denuded stumps

of old Pelean volcanoes.

The relation of the Deschutes Formation to the old surface is well-

exposed in the NE +, of sec. 4, T. 14 S., R. 12 E., 1+ miles north of Big

Falls on the Deschutes River, and is described in the section on struc-

ture. Other good exposures are present in sec. 33, T. 13 S., R. 12 E.,
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and in sees. 4, 5, and 8, T. 14 S., R. 12 E. On other sides of the

Steelhead Falls inlier, only the tops of the steep Clarno hills are

exposed. It is quite possible that the entire inlier was completely

buried by Deschutes beds, with subsequent erosion revealing the rugged

profile of the older, more resistant rocks.

Lava Plateau and Mesas

The lava plateau of the middle Deschutes Basin is underlain by

basalt flows of two different ages. Lavas extruded during the earlier

plateau-forming interval cap the Deschutes Formation. These flows form

the plateau in Jefferson County, and west of the Deschutes River in

Deschutes County. The younger lavas, commonly referred to as the intra-

canyon flows, were extruded during a much later episode. They form the

dominant plateau surface east of the Deschutes River in Deschutes County.

The older plateau has been moderately to extensively dissected by

streams, except in the southern part of the study area. A series of long,

finger-like, sub-parallel, flat-topped ridges extend northeast from the

undissected portion of the plateau. These lava-capped erosional remnants

lie on the interfluves between tributary valleys west of the Deschutes

River. They vary in width from 1/8 to one mile, but the average width

is 3- mile. The length ranges from one to eight miles.

The gentle north to northeasterly slope of the older plateau surface

is primarily due to the original slope of the surface unto which the

lavas were extruded. The top surface of the flows is generally smooth

and level, becoming slightly convex toward the margins. The flows are

commonly covered with basalt boulders averaging about two feet in
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Figure 13. Deschutes River north of Odin Falls; view is northwest across
lower central plateau toward John Day highlands on north-
eastern boundary of mapped area; note dike near center of
photo at point where river bends out of sight, interbedded
basalt flow at river level in lower right corner, and basalt
capped ridge on left; Crooked River basalt underlies most
of the central plateau.
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diameter, and a thin mantle (usually less than three feet) of eolian silt

and sand. Local undulations and relief on the surface reflect primary

structures and flow boundaries. Parallel fault scarps are present in the

southwestern part of the study area, with relief up to 30 feet.

The younger plateau, in contrast to the older, does not display

extensive erosional effects. However, farther north in Jefferson County,

the younger flows have been incised by the Deschutes and Crooked Rivers

where they cap benches within the canyons. The northerly slope of this

plateau surface is a primary feature. The lava surface is characterized

by primary surficial structures such as pressure ridges and tumuli (?).

Some of these structures are well displayed along the flow margins,

especially in the area east of Redmond.

Stream Pattern and Drainage

The two most prominent canyons of the area are those formed by the

Deschutes and Crooked Rivers. The Deschutes River flows northward

through the area in a steep-walled canyon which increases in depth from

120 feet at Cline Falls to 650 feet in the north. The width of the canyon

changes from 1/8 mile in the south to - mile north of Steelhead Falls.

The stream gradient is about 34 feet per mile. Waterfalls occur at four

places where the stream has cut through interbedded basalt flows. The

Crooked River Canyon is 1/8 mile in width and 130 feet deep where it

enters the area. The width increases to 3/4 mile north of Osborne

Canyon, where it is 600 feet in depth. The stream has a gradient of

about 40 feet per mile.
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Figure 14. Crooked River Canyon north of Osborne Canyon; bench is capped
by Crooked River basalt; ash flow tuff - 1 near base of
section is over 100 feet thick; plateau-forming basalt on
right is approximately 200 feet thick.
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Canyon walls are steep and locally vertical. Ledges occur where

more resistant units such as ignimbrites or interbedded lava flows crop

out. Valley widening occurs when slump, creep and landslide deliver

sand, gravel, tuff and breccia fragments to the streams below. Portions

of the rim break away, thus preserving the steep, V-shaped slope of the

canyon walls. In general, the best exposures occur on the southern

slopes; many of the northern slopes are covered with a mantle of soil

and brush.

Smaller tributaries enter the Deschutes Canyon from the west. These

tributaries have a parallel to sub-parallel alignment that trends N. 300

E. to N. 400 E. They tend to head in steep-walled canyons, and open

unto rather broad plains, where erosion has removed the overlying lavas

and sediments, before joining the Deschutes. The axes of the tributary

valleys are about one to 1+ miles apart.

Lava benches capped by intracanyon flows are prominent topographic

forms in the Deschutes and Crooked River Canyons. At the time of the

intracanyon flows, much of the present topography had already been formed.

A great flood of lava spread over the north-sloping surface, filled old

depressions, and flowed down old canyons. Later streams out new canyons

in this fill, and the intracanyon lavas were left as flat-topped, wedge-

shaped benches in both canyons. They occur as discontinuous erosional

remnants at concordant levels on either side of the canyon. In the

Crooked River Canyon, the height of the bench surface above the river

channel increases downstream from 130 feet to 650 feet. In the Deschutes

Canyon, there are north-sloping bench remnants to within four miles of the

confluence with the Crooked River. South-sloping benches, at a much
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Figure 15, Intracanyon benches in Deschutes Canyon near the Cove State

Park; formed by wedge-shaped remnants of Crooked River basalt.
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higher elevation, are present 44 miles upstream from the junction of the

two rivers. Good exposures of the relation of the intracanyon flow to the

uneven pre-existing surface occur on the lower surfaces of the bench-

capping lavas.

Several abandoned drainage channels are present on the lava plain.

Prominent channels are located 4- mile east of Tetherow Butte, west and

north of Redmond between Redmond and Tetherow Butte, two to three miles

northwest of Redmond along the Helmholtz Road, and two miles northwest

of Terrebonne. These channels generally trend due north, and vary in

width from 1/8 to 4- mile. The length of the channels ranges from two to

five miles. The channels are floored by alluvium, or by tongues of intra-

canyon basalt flows. The difference in elevation between the channel

floor and the rim surface ranges from 60 to 200 feet.

Topographic inversion has occured in Deep Canyon, southwest of the

Lower Bridge diatomite mine in sec. 30 (and adjacent sections), T. 14 S.,

R. 12 E. A former channel, 24 miles in length and less than 1/8 mile

wide, was filled by an intracanyon flow that is similar in lithology to

flows on the adjacent rim. The channel walls have been stripped away by

erosion, leaving the intracanyon fill as a sinuous, flat-topped to

slightly convex ridge standing about 20 to 80 feet above the surrounding

plain. An abandoned waterfall in the northeast end of this ridge indi-

cates that a later stream has almost cut through the snout of the flow,

Several other abandoned waterfalls and channel fillings suggest

numerous drainage changes during and since Deschutes time.
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Cinder Cones

Cinder cones are common forms on the lava plateau, and are the

sources of many of the Deschutes basalt flows. They vary in size from

several small, obscure mounds, a few feet in height and diameter, located

west of Terrebonne and along the northeast rim of the Crooked River, to

Round Butte, which is 700 feet high and about four miles wide with 50

slopes, located a few miles north of the study area. The most prominent

cones in the area form the Tetherow Butte, a series of cones southwest

of Terrebonne. The linear arrangement of these cones is conspicuous.

Their maximum relief is just over 300 feet. The group is 2- miles long,

and has an average width of 3/4 mile.

Other prominent cinder cones include Fryrear Butte, located near the

head of Deep Canyon, and Henkle Butte, located near the head of Squaw

Creek Canyon. Both of these cones are associated with plateau-forming

lavas. An unnamed cone lies on the east flank of Forked Horn Butte, a

Clarno inlier, two miles southwest of Redmond. Several unnamed cones

are present in the southern part of the Cline Falls Quadrangle. A series

of three lava buttes is aligned along a northwest-trending fault about

one mile northwest of Cloverdale in the southwestern part of the Henkle

Butte Quadrangle. Another lava butte lies on the southwest flank of the

Cline Buttes inlier.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

During Cretaceous time, shallow marine water extended far into

central and eastern Oregon. Sediments deposited in these seas are not

exposed in the middle Deschutes Basin, but evidence at Mitchell and

elsewhere indicates that most of the state was inundated. A widespread

angular unconformity between Tertiary and Mesozoic rocks indicates that

extensive tectonic deformation and uplift occured prior to late Eocene

time.

In the late Eocene, volcanic activity commenced in the Cascades and

in central Oregon, and the Clarno Formation was deposited. Tuffs near

Trail Crossing, and the occurrence of agglomerates, breccias, and ash

deposits elsewhere, indicate that much of the volcanic activity was

explosive; quiet extrusions of basalts and pyroxene andesites were wide-

spread, and huge volcanic mudflows were also common. In early Oligocene

time, these rocks were gently folded and faulted.

After a relatively short interval of time, John Day volcanism began

with deposition of a distinctive and widespread ash flow sheet (Swanson

and Robinson, 1968). Middle Oligocene to early Miocene time was charac-

terized primarily by violent eruptions of rhyolitic airborne and ash flow

products which spread east across the John Day Basin. Quiet, localized

extrusions of rhyolitic lava were subordinate. Lakes and other

depressions were filled, and many of the Clarno hills were buried by

these deposits. Fossil plants indicate a humid and temperate to sub-

tropical climate (Chaney, 1956; Fisher, 1968). Animal life was abundant

and varied (Stock, 1946). Such species as oreodonts, small horses and

camels, peccaries, tapirs and sabor-toothed cats roamed the John Day
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Basin. As volcanic activity waned, deformation began. By the end of

early Miocene time, John Day rocks had been gently folded and eroded to

a moderate relief.

In the middle Deschutes Basin there is no record of middle Miocene

or even late Miocene activity. Elsewhere in central Oregon, vast

quantities of Columbia River Basalt issued from fissures, filled depres-

sions, and buried most of the older topography. This record is missing

in the study area, but Columbia River Basalt occurs near Lone Pine Flat,

four miles east of Smith Rock (Williams, 1957), and in the vicinity of

Warm Springs (Hodge, 1940; Waters, 1968). It is quite likely that some

of these flows covered portions of the study area, and have subsequently

been eroded or buried by younger deposits.

Farther east, evidence indicates that the nature of volcanic

activity had changed by late Miocene. Explosive activity again became

pronounced. Ash showers, deposited on land and also in lake basins,

together with river sediments and diatomaceous lake deposits, were

deposited on the Columbia River Basalt. The Cascades still were not

sufficiently high to block eastward moving masses of moist air, and the

climate was still warm and humid. According to Stock (1946), it was not

as wet as in John Day time, nor as dry as in the Pliocene.

Toward the end of the Miocene epoch, widespread tectonic activity

was initiated, and the Ochoco Mountains began to form (Williams, 1948).

This deformation reached a climax at the close of Miocene time with the

upheaval of the Cascade Mountains. One of the major effects of this

event was the blocking of moisture-bearing air masses, thus producing a
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semi-arid climate in central Oregon. A long period of quiet ensued, and

the uplifted rocks were eroded to a mature topography.

During Pliocene time, great shield volcanoes, including North Sister,

Mt. Washington and Three-Fingered Jack, were forming on the elevated

Cascade Range (Williams, 1948). As the Cascades grew higher, streams

moved down the eastern flanks, heavily laden with volcanic debris. Other

streams entered the Deschutes Basin from the southeast, bearing products

eroded from the Ochoco Mountains. These streams deposited poorly sorted

beds of silt, sand and gravel. From time to time, torrential downpours

filled channels with very poorly sorted deposits of boulder-bearing

gravel, and occasional mudflows also entered the basin. Windblown debris

accumulated on the interfluves.

As these deposits were being laid down, contemporaneous volcanic

activity was oecuring within the basin and in the Cascades. Intermit-

tently, basaltic lava flows were quietly extruded along fissures and from

central vents. Some of the fissure-filling material was intruded into

overlying sediments as dikes or sills. Airborne ejects of ash and pumice

occasionally blanketed the older deposits, and hot ash flows often

extended across the basin. Some of these deposits retained enough heat

and were thick enough to produce welding. Most of the pyroclastic

deposits probably originated from Cascade volcanoes, but it is likely

that some pyroclastic activity also occured within the basin.

Drainage patterns shifted when streams were blocked by lava flows

and forced to change courses. Occasionally the streams ponded, forming

shallow lakes in which diatoms grew in abundance. The older surface was

slowly buried by all of these deposits, which constitute the Deschutes
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Formation. They were covered by extensive, plateau-forming basalt flows.

Eventually, only the highest hills protruded above the surface as inliers.

After the plateaus were formed, crustal stresses produced a series

of northwest trending normal faults. A long period of erosion ensued,

and streams began to dissect the plateau, carving deep canyons. Rates of

erosion varied greatly as streams cut their way alternately through

harder lavas or well-indurated ash flows, and softer tuffs or sediments.

Before canyons were cut to their present depth, basalt flows filled a

sinuous channel in Deep Canyon. As erosion proceeded, the channel walls

were stripped away, leaving the flow as an inverted ridge. After Deep

Canyon was cut to its present depth, another flow entered the canyon from

the south.

The Pliocene climatic change, due to the earlier uplift of the

Cascades, was reflected in the vegetation. Fossil plants consist of

cottonwoods, box elders, aspens, willows, and cherries (Chaney, 1938).

They indicate that the climate was semi-arid, and cooler than any other

time during the Tertiary period. As the Pliocene drew to a close, the

climate continued to become colder.

It may be that some of the later events recorded by younger Deschutes

rocks occured during the Pleistocene epoch. Certainly the most prominent

regional events of this time included the development of extensive gla-

ciers and the growth of huge composite volcanoes, including Mounts Hood,

Jefferson, and South Sister, in the High Cascades (Williams, 1948).

In the middle Deschutes Basin, the erosion of deep canyons was

halted temporarily when a vast flood of olivine basalt, originating from

the south, poured into the canyons, filling them to various depths. This
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flow, which constitutes the Crooked River basalt, split at Forked Horn

Butte. One lobe flowed around the west side of the inlier, north down

narrow valleys, coalesced, and continued down the Deschutes Canyon. The

other lobe flowed northeast and spilled into the Crooked River Canyon,

continuing north past Cove Park.

Subsequently, streams began to cut through the thick intracanyon

fill. In most places they have succeeded, and are once more eroding the

Deschutes Formation. Late events include localized alluviation and small

scale landslides along canyon walls. Volcanic ash pockets indicate

recent volcanic eruptions such as those of Mt. Mazama and Mt. Newberry.

Presently, windblown silt, sand and loose pumice lapilli are forming a

thin mantle on consolidated rocks.
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Appendix A

Table 6. Measured section, Deschutes Formation; measured on the east wall
of the Deschutes Canyon at Steelhead Falls, SW 4, NW a, sec. 27,
T. 13 S., R. 12 E.

Unit Description
Thickness (feet)

Unit Total

30 Basalt: medium dark gray (N4), weathers brownish- 9 445
gray (5 YR 4/1); non-porphyritic, glassy, lacks
visible olivine; abundant vesicles become larger
in center, more abundant near top, partly filled
with opal; irregular blocky jointing; plateau-
former; contact sharp, irregular, disconformable;
underlying sands baked 1-2'

29 Sand: light olive gray to moderate yellowish- 14 436
brown (5 Y 6/1 - 10 YR 5/4), weathers grayish-
orange (10 YR 7/4); poorly sorted medium-grained
to moderately sorted fine-grained, angular to
rounded; basalt lithics dominant below; pumice,
feldspar and ferromagnesian crystals dominant

above; pebbles abundant below (25%) grading to 5%
above; pale orange pumice lapilli evenly dissemi-
nated; massive, basal 1' finely laminated; slope-
former; contact sharp, parallel, conformable

28 Lithic tuff breccia: olive-gray (5 Y 4/1), 5 422
weathers olive-black (5 Y 2/1); poorly sorted, very
fine angular pebbles with sand or larger pebbles
locally dominant; ashy matrix (30$), glassy basalt
lithics (70)); bedding 6" - 2', even, continuous,
parallel; very well-cemented ledge-former; contact
sharp, undulating and disconformable

27 Sand: moderate to dusky yellowish-brown (10 YR
5/4 - 2/2), weathers same; poorly sorted medium-
grained to moderately sorted fine-grained above;
pebbles (5%) and very pale orange pumice lapilli
(5`%) randomly disseminated; massive (4') beds,
locally separated by 9" lens of well-cemented sandy
lithic tuff; slope-former, moderately cemented;
contact sharp, irregular, disconformable

4179
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Description Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

26 Gravelly sand: speckled dusky-blue to yellowish- 4 408
gray (5 PB 3/2 - 5 Y 7/2) ; poorly sorted, angular,
sand to pebble-dominated beds; cobbles irregularly
distributed; volcanic lithics (basalt dominant),
crystals, pumice; bedding internally laminated with
discordant lenses and wedges (4-6"); concave slope,
poorly cemented; contact sharp, undulating,
disconformable

25 Ash flow tuff: grayish-orange (10 YR 7/4), 16 404
weathers yellowish-gray (5 Y 7/2); poorly sorted,
non-bedded with basal 9" finely laminated; frame-
work: orange and gray pumice lapilli (30%),
volcanic pebbles (5%), black pumice lapilli and
blocks (5-10%) larger and more abundant near top;
matrix (50-6(f): ash, feldspar and ferromagnesian
crystals (5%), lithics (10%), pumice; crude colum-
nar jointing and irregular blocky jointing; well-
indurated, not welded, "popcorn" weathering; ledge-
former; contact sharp, undulating, disconformable

24 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to medium dark gray 14 388
to brownish-black (10 YR 5/4 - N4 - 5 YR 2/1);
moderately sorted, medium-grained, angular to
rounded; basalt lithics dominant, with feldspar and
ferromagnesian crystals, pumice; massive below to
cross-bedded above; internally laminated foresets,
tabular and straight, dip 150 toward 1650; cinder
and pumice lapilli locally abundant along bedding
planes, fine pebbles sparsely disseminated; crinkly
bedding near top with sparsely disseminated spheri-
cal clasts (-'-") of pumice-basalt sand; slope-
former; contact intercalated, conformable
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Description
Thickness (feet)

Unit Total

23 Sand: light olive-gray (5 Y 5/2), weathers olive- 65 374

gray (5 Y 4/1); lower 30': fine sand to cobbles,
poorly sorted, angular to rounded; alternating
basalt lithics- to pumice-dominated laminae; very
little matrix; bedding rhythmic, thin (1-4"), in-
ternally laminated, discordant; small-scale
internal channeling; upper 35': medium sand to
small boulders, poorly sorted, subangular; hetero-
geneous volcanic pebble-dominated to sand-dominated
beds; bedding random, discordant, internally
graded, with large-scale channels, direction pre-
dominantly 270-2800; cinder and pumice lapilli,
pebbles, irregularly distributed, most abundant
along bedding planes; slope-former; contact
covered, probably disconformable

22 Tuffaceous sand, intercalated fine vitric tuff: 11 .309

moderate yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/4) to olive-gray
(5 Y 4/1), weathers to darker tones; tuff is
pinkish-gray (5 YR 8/1); poorly sorted medium to
coarse sand; basalt lithics dominant, pumice and
crystals subordinate, ashy matrix; tuff: 30Z
pumice, 6 ash, loo sand; bedding massive, in-
ternally graded, with localized channels of thin-
bedded, discordant sands; convex slope-former;
contact sharp, undulating, disconformable

21 Pumice lapilli: very pale orange (10 YR 8/2); 4 298
ranges 1 mm to 1", fair sorting, subangular;
obscurely graded, with thin bedding in lower 18"
defined by cindery ash; smoothly curved erosional
depressions; slope-former; contact sharp,
disconformable

20 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to olive-gray (10 11 294

YR 5/4 - 5 Y 4/1), weathers dark yellowish-brown
to olive-black (10 YR 4/2 - 5 Y 2/1); medium-
grained, fair sorting, subrounded to subangular;
silt-ash matrix 15%; sparsely disseminated pebbles
and pumice lapilli; abundant cinder and pumice
lapilli near top; bedding massive (3-4'); slope-
former; contact sharp, undulating, disconformable
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Description
Thickness (feet)

Unit Total

19 Gravelly sand: medium gray (N4), weathers medium 28 283

dark gray (N5); poorly to moderately sorted fine
pebbly sand below to very poorly sorted, coarser,
gravelly sand above, angular to subangular; thinly-
bedded with long, discontinuous lenses, internally
graded and discordant; localized, small-scale
channels; slope-former; contact sharp, irregular
and disconformable

18 Pebble breccia: yellowish-gray (5 Y 7/2); very 15 255
poorly sorted, angular clasts up to 8'; similar to
unit 15; heterogeneous composition, including ash
flow tuff - 2; sandy matrix 20%; bedding obscure
with faint grading; well-cemented, weathers to
"hoodoos", forms rounded cliff; contact sharp,
undulating, disconformable

17 Gravelly sand: speckled yellowish-gray to dusky 8 240
blue (5 Y 7/2 - 5 PB 3/2); very poorly sorted,
angular clasts; cobbles and small boulders become
more abundant near top; heterogeneous volcanic
lithics dominated by basalt, abundant pumice;
laminated to thin-bedded, rhythmic, internally dis-
cordant with long lenses and wedges, internal
grading and channeling; slope-former; contact
sharp, irregular, disconformable

16 Sand with pebbly lenses: medium gray (N5), 5 232
weathers medium dark gray (N4); fine to coarse-
grained, poor to fair sorting, subangular; basalt
lithics dominant (7oio); finely laminated to thin-
bedded, rhythmic, internally graded and discon-
tinuous; slope-former, poorly cemented; contact
sharp, irregular, disconformable

15 Fine pebble breccia: yellowish-gray (5 Y 7/2); 13 227
ranges 1/16 mm to 3-4'; poorly sorted, angular;
volcanic lithics dominant, include tuff - 2;

bedding rhythmic, horizontal, --9", internally dis-
cordant lenses, graded as a unit; channeling near
base and top, N 55° E; erosional irregularities,
moderate cementing; contact sharp, conformable
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Description

14 Cobble conglomerate: medium dark gray (N4) with
grayish-orange (10 YR 7/4) matrix; fine sand to
small boulders, poorly sorted, subrounded; 80N'
basalt; sand 5% at base to 2Y0 at top; graded;
slope-former, moderately cemented; contact sharp,
undulating, disconformable

13 Ash flow tuff: grayish-orange-pink (5 YR 7/2),
ly ssemi-10 R 6/ ; sparset diwea hers pale red ( 2 )

nated black pumice lapilli and blocks (50); pink
pumice lapilli, lithic pebbles lie in subordinate
ashy matrix (30)O with smaller volcanic lithics,
feldspar and ferromagnesian minerals; poorly
sorted, non-bedded, non-welded; ledge-former;
"popcorn" weathering; contact sharp, undulating,
disconformable

Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

4 214

28 210

12 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to olive-gray (10 26 182
YR 5/4 - 5 Y 4/1); fine to coarse-grained lithic
sand, poor to fair sorting, subangular to sub-
rounded; irregularly disseminated lapilli and
pebbles; massive, structureless beds up to 8'
thick, with thin, intercalated pumice and cinder
lapilli beds; local channel with rhythmic-laminated
sand, 5' deep, 15' wide, dips 30° toward 225°;
slope-former, slightly cemented; contact sharp,
undulating, disconformable

11 Vitric ash flow tuff: pinkish-gray (5 YR 8/1) to 10 156
light brownish-gray (5 YR 6/1); evenly disseminated
pumice lapilli 3910; matrix 7C`%o: ash 600, lithics
5%, crystals 5%; unit poorly sorted, matrix
moderately sorted; non-bedded, non-welded;
systematic blocky jointing, 3-4" at base to 1' at
top; ledge-former; contact sharp, even, conformable

10 Pumice lapilli tuff: very pale orange (10 YR 8/2); 7 146

fair sorting, angular lapilli; 95% pumice, 30
lithics, 2%o crystals; massive to obscurely graded
fine to coarse to fine lapilli; convex slope-
former; contact sharp, gently undulating,
disconformable
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Description

9 Sand with intercalated vitric ash: moderate
yellowish-brown to medium gray (10 YR 5/4 - N5),
weathers dark yellowish-brown to medium dark gray
(10 YR 4/2 - N4), with pinkish-gray ash (5 YR
8/1); lower 7' medium to coarse lithic sand,
massive, with sparsely disseminated pebbles and
pumice lapilli; middle 14' thin, rhythmically
bedded, internally discordant basaltic to
pumiceous sand with intercalated ash, accretionary
lapilli; upper 18' rhythmically laminated sand
with irregular patches of pebble-rich sand, very
poorly sorted; poorly to slightly cemented slope-
former; contact sharp, even, conformable

Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

39 139

8 Lithic tuff breccia: light olive-gray, weathers 8 100
olive-gray (5 Y 5/2 - 4/1); fine angular pebbles
dominated by glassy basalt lithics (8c r%), matrix

of sand, silt, ash; bedding 2', internally graded
(obscure), sharp, even, concordant; separated by
pebbly sand interbed, 2-3' thick, locally cross-
laminated; angular ledge-former, very well-
cemented; contact sharp, undulating, disconformable

7 Pebbly sand with intercalated fine vitric ash and 18 92

coarse, cindery ash and lapilli: moderate
yellowish-brown to olive-gray (10 YR 5/4 - 5 Y
4/1), ashy beds medium olive-gray (5 Y 5/1); fine
to coarse-grained, very poorly sorted, angular to
rounded; pebble-rich sands alternate with finer
sands; thin-bedded, with long, discontinuous lenses
and wedges, dominated by basalt lithics alternating
with pumice-rich laminae; poor to fair cementing;
contact sharp, gently undulating, disconformable

6 Pebble breccia: yellowish- to light olive-gray 7 74
(5 Y 7/2 - 6/1); poorly sorted fine sand to pebbles
with sand matrix, angular to subangular; hetero-
geneous volcanic pebbles 80-85%; lithic, pumice
and crystal matrix 15-201'0; massive, normally

graded; slope-former, poorly cemented; contact
sharp, even, disconformable
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Table 6. (continued)

Unit Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

5 Sand with intercalated pumiceous beds; medium 24 67
yellowish-brown to medium olive-gray (10 YR 5/2 -
5 YR 5/1), weathers to darker tones; poorly sorted
medium sand, ranges silt to i-"; basalt lithics
dominate sandy beds; lower part massive; upper part
rhythmically bedded with internally laminated,
discontinuous lenses and wedges; cinder lapilli

locally abundant near top; contact sharp,
disconformable

4 Boulder conglomerate: poorly sorted, subrounded 3 43
to rounded basalt-dominated boulders up to 2';
graded normally, matrix increases upwards; upper
part thin-bedded, coarse pebbly sand; fills

channel, direction 2400; contact sharp, irregular,
disconformable

3 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to light olive-gray 20 40
(10 YR 5/4 - 5 Y 5/2), weathers olive-gray to dark
yellowish-brown (5 Y 4/1 - 10 YR 4/2); medium-
grained, fair sorting, no matrix; rhythmically
laminated, internally discordant and discontinuous
cross-laminated lenses and wedges; alternating
pumice to lithic dominated laminae; friable slope-
former; contact sharp, irregular, disconformable

Porphyritic basalt: mottled very light gray to 19 20

dark gray (N8--3); 25-3c plagioclase phenocrysts
with sub-parallel orientation; lacks visible
olivine (1.2% in thin section); vesicular near
base and top; uneven top with 22' relief;
irregular, blocky jointing; forms vertical ledge

8-30' thick; contact sharp, irregular,
disconformable

1 Sand: dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/2) wet; 1 1

medium-grained, fair sorting; evenly
disseminated ash-size pumice (5%); unstratified;
bottom below river level

2
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Appendix B

Table 7. Measured section, Deschutes Formation; measured on west wall

of the Crooked River Canyon, NE -, NE +, sec. 36, T. 13 S.,

R. 12 E.

Unit Description Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

27 Basalt: olive black (5 Y 2/1), weathers grayish 42 448
to blackish-red (5 R 4/2 - 2/2); non-porphyritic,
lacks visible olivine; vesicles abundant near top,
partly filled with opal (?); smoothly curving platy
jointing characteristic at base, crude to well-
developed columnar jointing @ top, irregular blocky
jointing elsewhere; cliff-former; contact sharp,
irregular, disconformable; underlying sands baked
3-4'

26 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to medium gray 68 406
(10 YR 5/4 - N5), weathers same or darker; massive,
poorly exposed; fine to coarse-grained, poorly
sorted, angular to rounded; variable, heterogeneous
bedding; slope former, poorly to moderately cemented;
disseminated pumice lapilli, basalt dominated lithic

pebbles; contact irregular, obscure

25 Sand: light brown to moderate yellowish-brown (5 YR 17 338

5/6 - 10 YR 5/4), weathers moderate brown (5 YR 4/4);
poorly sorted fine to coarse sand, angular to sub-
angular; irregularly disseminated black pumice
lapilli and blocks in upper part (5%); fine pebbles
(5%), pumice lapilli (3c) evenly disseminated;
volcanic lithics, pumice, crystals and ash or silt
comprise matrix; massive, moderately cemented;
contact sharp, undulating, conformable

24 Sand: pale to dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/2 - 12 321

6/2), weathers to darker tones; poorly sorted,
medium to coarse-grained, angular to sub-angular;
lithic pebbles, pumice lapilli very sparsely
disseminated (2-5%); massive; slope-former, slightly

cemented; contact covered

23 Pumice lapilli: very pale orange (10 YR 8/2), 4 309

weathers grayish-orange (10 YR 7/4); ashy matrix 203,

lapilli 7C(, basalt lithics lc$, evenly disseminated;
non-bedded, poorly sorted, rounded slope, smoothly

rounded surface; contact sharp, parallel, conformable
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Table 7. (continued)

Unit Description Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

22 Sand: dusky yellowish-brown to grayish-black 17 305
(10 YR 2/2 - N2); fine to coarse, fair to poor
sorting; coarse sand as very thin lenses; basalt
lithics dominant, with thin, localized lenses of
pumiceous laminae; rhythmically laminated below to
massive above; irregular erosional pits on surface,
friable sand, contact obscure

21 Pumice lapilli: white (N9); reverse grading, 2 mm 5 288
at base to 1" at top; fair sorting; lower 1' faintly

laminated; very fine, angular basalt pebbles
irregularly disseminated (5-lC$); smoothly rounded
slope; contact sharp, even, disconformable

20 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown (10 YR 5/4), 23 283
weathers dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/2); poorly
sorted, subangular, fine to medium-grained; fine
basalt pebbles abundant near base, grade out upward;
evenly disseminated pale orange pumice lapilli;

pumice and cinder ash and lapilli beds gradational
within unit near top; bedding rhythmically laminated
lower 2-3', massive above; slope-former, slightly to
moderately cemented; contact sharp, even, conformable

19 Gravelly sand: medium gray (N5) with discontinuous 9 260
yellowish-gray bands (5 Y 8/1); very poorly sorted
sand to small boulders, angular to rounded; hetero-
geneous composition of volcanic lithics, basalt,
pumice, cinders, crystals; bedding sharply laminated,
irregular, discontinuous, discordant; friable slope-
former; contact sharp, irregular, disconformable

18 Sand: grayish-black (N2), with thin, yellowish-gray 7 251
pumiceous laminae; fine to medium sand, fair sorting;
rhythmically laminated, discontinuous lenses and
wedges; small scale channeling; poorly cemented slope-
former; contact sharp, gently undulating, disconform-
able
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Table 7. (continued)

Unit Description
Thickness (feet)

Unit Total

17 Fine vitric ash: pinkish-gray (5 YR 8/1); 5 244
irregularly disseminated pumice lapilli along bed-
ding planes; excellent sorting of ash; laminated,
with intercalated laminae of fine sand, pumice
lapilli, and fine pebbles; small bedding-surface
structures are possible impressions from decomposi-
tion of plant fragments, brown organic stains also
present; very brittle, angular ledge-former; con-
tact sharp, very gently undulating, disconformable

16 Sand: dark yellowish-brown (10 YR 4/2) speckled 6 239

with very pale orange pumice lapilli; fine to
medium, poorly sorted; fine pebbles disseminated
near base (5%) grading out upward; irregularly
disseminated pumice lapilli (2C$), silt-ash matrix
25%; massive, graded obscurely; moderately cemented
slope-former; contact sharp, even, conformable

15 Pebbly sand: yellowish-gray (5 Y 7/2), weathers 7 233

grayish-orange (10 YR 7/4); very poorly sorted,

angular to rounded; bedding rhythmic, laminated,
internally discordant, thicker beds up to 9" in
lower part; small-scale internal cross-lamination
locally; fine, grayish-orange ashy laminae moderately
well-cemented, sand and pebbles are friable; slope-
former; contact sharp, locally irregular, discon-
formable

14 Sand: grayish-black to dusky yellowish-brown (N2) - 7 226
(10 YR 2/2); poorly sorted, fine to medium, angular
to rounded; heterogeneous composition, including
basalt lithics, cinders, pumice, feldspars, ferro-
magnesian minerals; bedding laminated, irregular,
discontinuous; pumice-dominated laminae discontinuous,
alternate with thin lithic sand beds; friable; contact
sharp, even, disconformable

13 Pumice lapilli: very pale orange (10 YR 8/2); reverse 1 219

grading, 1/8" ash at base to -i-" at top; basalt
lithics 15-2W6, pumice 75-8C$, sand-size orange lith
fragments (5%,) sparsely disseminated; poorly cemented;
contact sharp, gently undulating, disconformable
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Table 7. (continued)

Unit Description Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

12 Sandy breccia: ale to dark yellowish-brown 4 218
(10 YR 6/2 - 4/2), weathers yellowish- to light
olive-gray (5 Y 8/1 - 6/1); poorly sorted to
moderately sorted, dominated by pebbles; 30
pebbles, 20% pumice lapilli, 25% lith sand,
20% silt-ash matrix, 5% crystals; bedding
obscure, contact obscure

11 Ash flow tuff: weathers yellowish-gray (5 Y 7/2); 8 214

poorly sorted, non-bedded, non-welded; large black
pumiceous blocks disseminated through unit (5%);
4C yellowish-gray pumice, 10 pebbles and cobbles;
matrix (40%) includes ash, fine pumice, lithics,
feldspar and ferromagnesian crystals; high concen-
tration of yellow and gray pumice lapilli with
angular basalt pebbles at base; convex ledge,
"popcorn" weathering; contact sharp, undulating,
disconformable

10 Cinder and pumice ash and lapilli, fine vitric ash: 1 206
graded 1-2 mm at base to a" in center to finer
above; even, planar; friable; fine vitric ash has
irregularly disseminated pumice lapilli

9 Sand: medium gray to moderate yellowish-brown 39 205
(N5 to 10 YR 5/4), weathers same or darker;
moderately sorted fine sand below to poorly sorted
coarse sand above; evenly disseminated pumice
lapilli (5%), irregularly disseminated pebbles (10%);

rhythmically cross-laminated below to massive above;
slope-former, friable below, slightly case-hardened
above; foresets straight and tabular, inclined 2
toward 320°, contact sharp, even, disconformable

8 Ash flow tuff: moderate orange pink (5 YR 8/4), 8 166

weathers grayish-orange (10 YR 7/4); ash matrix with
sand, pumice lapilli framework, poorly sorted and
non-bedded, non-welded; pumice lapilli; pinkish-
orange 1C%, irregular in size and distribution,
black pumice (5%) up to 6" blocks, more abundant
toward bottom; brownish-orange (15%) finer and

evenly distributed; matrix: ash 50%, crystals 5%,
lithics 5%; ledge-former; contact sharp, even,
disconformable
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Table 7. (continued)

Unit Description
Thickness (feet)

Unit Total

7 Sand: medium gray to moderate yellowish-brown 16 158
above (N5 - 10 YR 5/4), weathers same or darker,
with yellowish-gray pumice-dominated beds (5 Y 7/2);
moderately sorted fine sand below to poorly sorted
coarse sand above; disseminated pumice lapilli and
pebbles; rhythmically laminated, straight, tabular
foresets below, inclined 50 to N 40o E; massive above;
friable to moderately cemented; slope-former; contact
sharp, even, disconformable

6 Tuffaceous sand: pinkish-gray (5 YR 8/1), weathers 16 142
brownish-gray (5 YR 6/1); fine to medium grained,
good to fair sorting, sub-angular to rounded; ash
matrix 15-20a, 5% limonitic-stained grains, 25-30%
lithics, 15% pumice, 30-40$ feldspar and ferro-
magnesian crystals; thinly bedded (1-2"), internally
discordant and discontinuous; small-scale internal
channeling and grading; irregular, pebble-dominated
patches; moderately cemented slope-former; contact
sharp, even, disconformable

5 Vitric tuff: white to ve pale orange to moderate 13 126
orange pink (N9 - 10 YR 87 - 5 YR 8/4); poorly
sorted at the base becoming well-sorted above;
basal 1' is thinly bedded, upper part lacks inter-
nal stratification; pumice lapilli decrease in
abundance toward the top (4a-5%), vitric ash
increases (40-80%), and feldspar crystals and sand-
size lithics average 15%; contact sharp, undulating,
disconformable

4 Sand: moderate yellowish-brown to yellowish-gray 10 113

(10 YR 5/4 - 5 Y 7/2), weathers grayish-orange to
light olive-gray (10 YR 7/4 - 5 Y 5/2); poorly
sorted, fine to'coarse grained; pumice lapilli,
pebbles locally abundant; massive bedding, normal
grading in upper 4'; friable to slightly cemented
slope-former; contact sharp, even, disconformable
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Table 7. (continued)

Unit Description Thickness (feet)
Unit Total

Lithic tuff breccia with cinder ash and lapilli 4 103
and fine vitric ash: pinkish-gray ash to light
olive-grays (5 YR 8/1 - 5 Y 5/1 - 6/2); 1' fine
vitric ash with disseminated pumice lapilli at
base; 2' fine, rhythmically laminated sand; 1'
lithic tuff; ledge-former, well-cemented, sand
friable; contact sharp, gently undulating,
disconformable

2 Pumice grads into sand: white to pink pumice 13 99
(N9 - 5 R 8/2), olive-gray to moderate yellowish-
brown sand (5 Y 4/1 - 10 YR 5/4), weathers to
darker tones; graded 2' pumice bed with evenly
disseminated basalt lithics; massive, thick sands
(1-3') with thin, intercalated cinder and pumice
ash and lapilli lenses, and thin, discontinuous
sands; poorly sorted slope-former; contact sharp,
irregular, disconformable

1 Basalt: medium gray (N5), weathers dusky brown to 86 86
medium brown (5 YR 2/2 - 3/4); highly porous,
diktytaxitic, abundant olivine, plagioclase pheno-
crysts becoming moderately abundant near top; open,
porous texture becomes obscure toward base; undula-
ting top with 10-15' relief; larger vesicles become
very abundant near top; sub-parallel layering due to
blocky jointing, locally distinct; crude, stubby
columnar jointing locally; basal 6-10' covered with
alluvium, talus, brush; springs at base of flow near
river level


